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ABSTRACT 

Generic physical protection logic trees, designed for application to nuclear 
facilities and materials, are presented together with a method of qualitative 
evaluation of the trees for design and analysis of physical protection systems, 
information must be gathered or assumptions made about the threat spectrum and site 
characteristics. The objectives of physical protection are used to define one or 
more defense zones where adversaries interact with the physical protection system. 
Logic trees that are needed to describe the possible Lcenarios within a defense zone 
are selected. Each tree is edited to accurately reflect the characteristics of the 
site. For design or analysis, elements of a postulated or existing physical protec
tion system are tagged to the primary events of the logic tree. The likelihood of 
adversary success in overcoming these elements is evaluated on a binary, yes/no 
basis. The effect of these evaluations is propagated through the logic of each tree 
to determine whether the adversary is likely to accomplish the end event of the 
tree. To be effective, the physical protection system must be highly likely to 
overcome the adversary before he accomplishes hiB objective using any combination of 
tactics: deceit, force, or stealth. The evaluation must be conducted for all sig
nificant states of the site. Deficiencies uncovered become inputs to redesign and 
further analysis, closing the loop on the design/analysis cycle. 

Qualitative evaluation using logic trees is especially suitable as an intro
ductory technique. The effectiveness of the total physical protection system is 
analyzed. The technique is general, not specialized. Any sort of interaction 
between adversary and physical protection system can be analyzed by qualitative 
techniques, though with less detail than is provided by quantitative techniques. 
Qualitative evaluation can be performed quickly through use of logic trees and is 
accomplished entirely by the activity of the analyst. Logic trees can be used in 
preliminary screening to select attack scenarios for quantitative analysis. 
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GENERIC PHYSICAL PROTECTION LOGIC TREES 
1. INTRODUCTION 

This report presents 13 generic physical protection logic trees and discusses 
their qualitative application to nuclear facilities and materials for both system 
evaluation and design. The text extends portions of the "International Training 
Course on Physical Protection of Nuclear Facilities and Materials" {sponsored by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency and the OS/DOE). The generic trees are the di
rect descendants of a set developed in 1976 for analysis of nuclear facilities of 
the Department of Energy, Both trees and application methodology have evolved to
ward greater simplicity, speed of use, and flexibility to match the unique needs of 
a variety of applications. Even so, these are relative advantages over alternative 
methods. |Of course, if depth of detail for one particular scenario or extensive 
quantitative results are needed, these can be relative disadvantages.) In absolute 
terms, a full qualitative analysis of a realistic site can be complex and extensive. 
For this reason, it has been necessary to illustrate the applications guidelines 
with simple, abbreviated examples. These, however, cover the essential techniques 
and point the way to carry out a complete design and analysis of a physical protec
tion system (PPS). 

There are three major subdivisions of the text, supplemented by appendices 
that contain the generic logic trees in both complete and abridged form. "Introduc
tion to iiogic Symbols" defines the symbols used in logic trees. The AND gate, OR 
gate, and the transfer operation are explained. The three primary events and the 
end event are defined. The naming of events is explained. 

"Introduction to Generic Logic Trees" explains why qualitative evaluation of 
logic trees is used. Physical protection terminology is defined. Topics discussed 
are the concept of a defense zone, the relationships between the zone and physical 
protection system functions, the types of generic logic trees, how to select generic 
logic trees to design or evaluate physical protection in a zone, the method of 
reading a logic tree, and the common properties of BOUNDARY trees. Each of the 
three trees, STEALTH-BOUNDARY, FORCE-BOUNDARY, and DECEIT-BOUNDARY is presented in 
abridned form and explained. 

"System Design/Analysis Technique" discusses qualitative evaluation of physi
cal protection systems. The qualitative evaluation technique employs generic 1-jgic 
trees and the zone concept. Suggested methods should make the design and analysis 
cycle efficient. Topics discussed are the design/analysis cycle, analysis tech
nique, information required about the adversary and the site, examples of applying 
the analysis technique (using only the tree, STEALTH-BOUNDARY), fitting a generic 
logic tree to a particular facility, describing or designing the PPS, and evaluating 
a PPS, 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC SYMBOLS 

The logic tree is an important tool used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
physical protection of nuclear facilities and materials. The purpose of the logic 
tree is to describe all of the ways that an adversary can achieve his objective by 
defeating elements of a physical protection systen. An event is an act that an 
adversary must perform against a physical protection system to achieve his objec
tive. In a logic tree, these events* which are represented by special symbols, are 
logically connected. In order to use logic trees, it is necessary to undetstand the 
individual parts of the tree and the symbols used in the composition of the trees. 
Figure 1 illustrates the symbols that are used for logic trees. 

*«!fner 

S 
I 

w T 
Figure 1. Logic Tree Showing Symbols Used 

Each event has a written description which is contained in a rectangular 
symbol in the logic trea diagram. The description of the topmost event in Figure l 
is "Defeat Perimeter Boundary Undetected." A waller rectangle, which is placed 
immediately under the description, is used to provide the event name. For example, 
S is the name of the topmost event shown in Figure 1, Event names are usually brief 
and are formed from combinations of letters and numbers. Event names are used in 
the computer processing of logic trees. 



LOGIC GATES AND SYMBOLS 
The symbol which appears below the event name is used to designate either how 

that event is logically related to other events or how well the causes of the event 
are known. Two kinds of logic gates, the AND gate and the OR gate, are used in the 
logic trees. Gates must have at least two inputs and may'or may not have an output. 
Inputs enter the bottom of the gate; outputs exit the top of the description rec
tangle above the gate. If a gate does not input to another gate, it generates an 
end event. The objective of the adversary is always the end event of a logic tree. 
The logic trees which are described in this nodule each have only one end event, the 
topmost event of the tree. In Figure 1, S (Defeat Perimeter Boundary Undetected) is 
the end event. The shape of the AND gate is a round arch with a flat bottom (see 
Figure 2). For an adversary to accomplish the event described above the AND gate, 
the adversary must accomplish all of the events which input into the AND gate. If 
the physical protection system can prevent any one of the input events, the adver
sary is prevented from accomplishing the event described above the AND gate. For 
example, suppose event E-AND is generated by an AND gate whose inputs are events 
1-1, 1-2, and 1-3. Event E-AND will occur if and only if event 1-1 and event 1-2 
and event 1-3 all occur. Figure 2 summarizes the properties of the AND gate. 

ADVERSARY MUST ACCOMPLISH ALL EVENTS INPUTTING TO THE GATE. 
PREVENTING ANY ONE INPUT EVENT DEFEATS THE AOVERSARY. 

EVENT E-AND OCCURS IF EVENT 1-1 AND EVENT .1-2 AIIO EVENT 1-3 CCCUR. 

Figure 2. Example of an AND Gate 

For the logic tree shown in Figure 1, event S will occur only if event 51-1 
(Avoid Personnel Undetected)/ event Sl-2 (Penetrate Boundary Undetected), and event 
Sl-3 (Avoid or Confront Patrol Guards Undetected! all occur. The adversary can 
penetrate a boundary without being detected only by accomplishing all three of the 
tasks associated with events Sl-1, Sl-2, and Sl-3; i.e., (1) by avoiding accidental 
detection by personnel, (2) by physically surmounting the boundary undetected by 



elements of the physical protection system which are designed to detect an intru
sion, and (3) by avoiding detection by patrol guards. 

The shape of the OB gate is a pointed arch with a curved bottom (see Figure 
3). For an adversary to accomplish the event described above the OR gate, the 
adversary need only accomplish any one (or more) of the events which input to the OR 
gate. The physical protection system must prevent all of the input events in order 
to prevent the adversary from accomplishing the event described above the OR gate. 
for example, suppose event E-OR is defined by an OR gate whose inputs are events 
l-i# 1-2, and 1-3. Event E-OR occurs if any one of events 1-1, 1-2, or 1-3 occurs. 
Figure 3 summarizes the properties of the OR gate. For the logic tree shown in 
Figure 1, event Sl-2 (Penetrate Boundary Undetected) will occur if either event S2-1 
(Defeat Boundary Barriers Undetected) or event S2-2 (Defeat Boundary emergency Exits 
Undetected? occurs. Thus, the adversary can penetrate a boundary without being 
detected in either of two ways: (1) by undetected passage through an emergency exit 
or (2) by undetected penetration of the barriers which constitute the boundary. 

ADVERSARY HAS ALTERNATIVE UAVS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS. 
ALL EVENTS INPUT TO THE GATE HUST fl£ PREVENTED,. 

EVENT E-OR OCCURS if EVEHT t-\ OR EVDlT E-Z OH EVENT E-3 OCCUn 

Figure 3. Example of an OR Gate 

EVENTS 
Events which have toth inputs and outputs are called interimdiate events. In 

Figure 1 t-iere is only one intermediate event, Sl-2, 

Events which do not have an input are called primary events? they represent 
the causes of the end event. A logic tree is a logical combination of primary 
events. Three types of primary events are distinguished by the symbol which appears 
immediately below the name of the primary eventi the basic event, the undeveloped 
event, and the developed event. 
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The basic evsnt is symbolised by • clrclt. A basic event can b« understood 
and evaluated qualitatively or quantitatively, depending on the purpose of the anal-
yaiar without further developing the event into cauaea or cases, tn Figure l r event 
Si-1 (Avoid Personnel Undetected} ia the only beaic event. Events that describe un
likely accidental circumstances by which an adversary could avoid detection by non-
security personnel are usually excluded from the logic tree. Sl-1 can be evaluated. 
It is judged that, except for an accident, an adversary could easily avoid personnel 
undetected. 51-1 need not be developed further since an analyst is required to 
evaluate only one possibility: Can an adversary avoid facility personnel without 
being detected? Event Sl-1 can be contrasted with event Sl-3 which is not a basic 
event. For event Sl-3, the analyst is asked to evaluate whether the adversary can 
avoid or confront patrol guards without being detected. 

the undeveloped event is symbolized by a diamond. An undeveloped event is an 
event whose causes are insufficiently understood to be included in the looic tree. 
It is not possible to say whether, given wore information, an undeveloped event 
would be developed or treated as a basic event. The conclusions drawn from the 
analysis of a tree which contains an undeveloped event are tentative and subject to 
revision. In Figure 1, event S2-2 (Defeat Boundary Emergency Exits Undetected) is 
the only undeveloped event. This event ia considered an undeveloped ev<»nt aince all 
of the various kinds of emergency exits have not been studied. AIBO, there is no 
information by which the logic tree could show how all of the types of emergency 
exits could be defeated without the adversary's being detected. 

T h e developed event ia symbolized by two concentric diamonds. The causes of a 
developed event have been shown in another logic tree* or elsewhere on the same 
logic tree. The developed event is used as a space-saving convenience. For exam
ple, a full logic tree might be inconveniently large. To become familiar with the 
type of information contained in the tree, it may be sufficient to examine the up
permost parts of the tree. Expendable events could be deleted from the tree and 
logic gates no longer having inputs would be replaced by developed events. The re
sultant tree would be simpler than the original tree, which could be referred to £or 
more development as necessary. 

Another example ia shown in Figure 4. Assume that two events on the same tree 
have virtually the same development, differing only in some detail of event descrip
tions. The development can be shown in detail for one event. The other event can 
be made a developed event with a comment added that tells where to find the appro
priate development. The topmost tree in Figure 4 shows similar developments for 
events Sl-1 (Avoid or Confront Personnel) and Sl-3 (Avoid or Confront Guards). Both 
developments consist of two basic events as inputs to an OR gate, bvents S2-1 and 
S2-3 are similar (Avoid Personnel versus Avoid Guards). Events S2-2 and S2-4 are 
similar (Confront Personnel versus Confront Guards). Because of these similarities, 
it is possible to draw the equivalent tree shown at the bottom of Figure 4* The 

*In tha other logic tree, the event would be generated by a logic gate. It 
would have a "development" consisting of a subtree generated from primary events 
through a network of logic gatea. It would not be a 'developed" primary event. 

14 
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AVOID OR 
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PERSONNEL 

AVOID OR 
CONFRONT 
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AVOID CONFRONT AVOID CONFRONT 
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL GUARDS GUARDS 

AVOID OR 
CONFRONT 
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GUARDS 

[ S l - 3 | LOGIC SIMILAR 
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AVOID 
PERSONNEL 

CONFRONT 
PERSONNEL 

Figare 4. The Developed Event 



full development of event Sl-1 is retained, but Sl-3 has been made a developed event 
with this comment added, "Logic Similar to Sl-1." Seeing thisr the analyst looks at 
the development of Sl-1 and mentally substitutes "Guards" for "personnel" as he 
reads the event descriptions. The reader can find a nontrivial application of this 
technique on the complete logic tree FORCE-BOUNDARY. Developed events F3-3D and 
F3-40 both have "Logic Similar to F3-20." The development of F3-20, which thus 
appears once rather than three times, consists of 16 events and 7 logic gates. 

TRANSFER OPERATIONS 

The transfer operation is represented by an upright triangle. Since many 
logic trees, as they are developed, expand greatly from left to right across a page, 
it might be necessary to disconnect the development of an event and place it at a 
more convenient position on the page or on another page. To relate the event and 
its development, since they are not connected by a line, the transfer symbol is 
used. An example of the transfer symbol is shown in Figure 5. A tree is shown on 
the left that contains no transfer symbol. Its equivalent, using the transfer sym
bol, is shown on the right aB a tree in two seemingly unconnected parts. In the 
righthand tree, the development of event 1-2 is transferred so that it is centered 

TRANSFER SYMBOLS SHOW CONNECTIONS 
THAT ARE NOT DRAWN orRECTLY AMONG 
EVENTS OF THE LOGIC TREE. 

Figure 5. Example of Transfer Operations 



directly below event X. Note that event 1-2 is shown twice: once in the tree whose 
development is truncated by the transfer and once at the top of the subtree that de
velops event 1-2. In general, an event may occur at several places in a logic tree, 
and the common development of that event may be transferred. The development will 
appear only once on the page. The X which appears tielow the transfer symbol and to 
the left of event 1-2 is the name of the event for which event 1-2 is an input. In 
general, there will be a list of every event to which the transferred event is an 
input. 

EVENT NAMES 
To assist in the location of events on logic trees that appear in this module, 

a convention for event names has been adopted. The end event can be arbitrarily 
named; it may have a mnemonic name suggesting the purpose of its development. All 
other event names have at least two numerical parts separated by a hyphen. These 
may be preceded by one or two alphabetic characters. The first optional alphabetic 
character denotes the tactics for which the tree is developed; D-deceit, F-force, 
or S-stealth. The second optional alphabetic character, X, denotes that no similar 
event occurs on the force tree which has a similar end event. This helps the reader 
to find quickly the similarities and dissimilarities among, for example, all logic 
trees for crossing a boundary. The number to the left of the hyphen is the row in 
which the event appears. Rows are numbered in increasing order from the top to the 
bottom of the tree. The row immediately below the end event is row number one. The 
number to the right of the hyphen denotes the relative position of the event in its 
row. These numbers need not be consecutively assigned. It is only necessary that 
the position number of any event be higher than the position number of the'event to 
its immediate left, and lower than the position number of the event to its immediate 
right. 

Por example, find event S2-3 in the topmost tree of Figure 4. The letter S 
which begins the event name indicates that the tree deals with stealth tactics. The 
absence of an X following the S indicates that if there is a tree for using force 
tactics to achieve a similar end event, there is an event on the force tree similar 
to event S2-3. <in this case, no such force tree exists} the tree S is an isolated, 
artificial example.) The remainder, 2-3, of the event name indicates that the event 
will be found in the second row of events below the end event. In that row, read 
from left to right through increasing position numbers until 3 is reached and event 
S2-3 has been found. The leftmost event in row 2 has position number 1, the next 
event to the right has position number 2, and finally the event to ics right has 
position number 3. 

If part of the logic tree is transferred, rows in the transferred development 
are numbered consecutively from the row number of the transferred event. Relative 
position numbers are sometimes assigned as if the development had not been trans
ferred. 

For example, find event S5-60 in the complete generic logic tree, STEALTH-
BOUNDARY. Row 5 in the main part of the tree ends with event SX5-30. This is 
evidence that S5-60 lies within a transferred development, it is quickly seen that 

1? 



there is only one transferred development for STEALTH-BOUHDARY. 55-60 will be found 
in the second row below transferred event S3-20. The leftmost position number in 
transferred row 5 is 40 (event S5-40). So, event SS-60 lies farther to the right 
end can quickly be found. 



3. INTRODUCTION TO GENERIC LOGIC TREES 

I 

Logic trees may be used by managers, designers, and analysts to plan ami 
evaluate the physical protection of nuclear facilities and materials. Eife-t.v 
ness evaluation of physical protection systems requires knowing which posn.,. 
actions by the adversary must be opposed and which actions can be ignored- '•.<>: 
troes are a tool for effectiveness evaluations. A qualitative estimate of i:-
nffeetiveness of a physical protection system and a list of physical prot-.; 
>v?3knflsses can be obtained through the use of logic trees. Qualitative ,; 

:r.fwers the question, "How effective is the physical protection system." 
••'ithot of two responses: "The system is not effective," or "The systeir. %. 
i--. b<: effective." This information can be used to establish the need for i- >• 
.•ii'i, loqether with cost data, to accept or reject system designs. 

•;uc topics included in this introduction to loqic trees ar<* 
1. Why qualitative evaluation with logic trees is used, 
2. Definitions of terminology, 
i. rh*> defense zone, 
1. Physical protection system functions and the zone, 
•3, Types of logic trees, 
6. selection of logic trees to analyze a zone, and 
7. Reading logic trees. 

:'. ».-Hod o£ constructing logic trees is not explained. The nec*r.s:u •> . 
•=i:i p; i"d witri this text or as an appendix. 

Tne t-'-chnique of qualitative analysis using logic trees is UJust: 
'^rr'- of a nuclear power generating station which requires protect i-:: .. 
• - • i :•- ••: :t- vital components by outsiders. The technique and ('•- 1-... 

'.-=.* i''.- fcav-ided have been applied to other parts of the fuel cyci>.> .'.-,: * 
•vh <•->•. t-̂ vr. theft of nuclear materials as their objective. 

Twu .ruportant preparatory steps for qualitative analysis usinq }:>,.-
t*- 'Mssuk- the scope of this report. First, targets for sabot^K ,~i>'i! ; 
..iu>t i f i-.-d :-y vital area location analysis. Second, a throat analyse .. *•. 
n-----, T.o.-io to establish a spectrum of threats against which the power .-=.L-..•: 
. --V tt-c- protection. This information will be used as it is neeuefi. 

U H V Ot AMTATIVE EVALUATION OF LOGIC TREES IS USED 
Sfvural techniques for analyzing physical protection system**, f-v/-? :;•-

., i;=i- qualitative evaluation using logic trees is especially ?•».-.- r... 
.. .j'.i'iinjtory technique. The effee..-enesa of the total physic* I protect ..-•: 
• ai-mly-iuri. The technique is general, not specialized. Any sort ot inter JCT-
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between adversary and physical protection system can be analyzed by qualitative 
techniques, though with leas detail than is provided by quantitative techniques. 
some other techniques have relatively limited applications, bsing most useful in 
the study of particular tactics or objectives of attack. 

Qualitative evaluation can be performed quickly through the use of logic 
trees. This report contains all the specialized material needed for this qualita
tive analytic technique. 

Qualitative analysis of logic trees is accomplished entirely by the activity 
:,t the analyst. He is required to think about the interactions between the physi
cal protection system and the adversary. He mast be more than a mere collector of 
the data that is input to a computer. In addition, it is not necessary to spend 
time to learn the capabilities and limitations of computerized models so that simu
lation results can be correctly understood. Finally, if the analyst finds that he 
wishes to use another technique to obtain quantitative results or to study a spe
cial situation in greater depth, logic trees can be used in preliminary screening 
to select attack scenarios for quantitative analysis. 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMINOLOGY 

There are several words that are frequently used in the discussion of logic 
trees and their applications.* These words, listed alphabetically, and their 
dnl mitions follow: 

' Adversary — An adversary is an individual or group of individuals who 
attempts theft of special nuclear materials or radiological sabotage. 

* Communication — Communication is the function of transmitting or in
terchanging information, in particular, the signals or messages used to 
summon protective force personnel who are intended to neutralize the 
adversary. 

* peceit — Deceit is the tactic by which an adversary misleads elements of 
the physical protection system, 

* Peiay — Delay is the function of impeding an adversary's progress. 
* Oetection — Detection is the function of determining that an unauthorized 

action is occurring or has occurred. Detection includes sensing of the 
unauthorized action, communication of an alarm to a control center, and 
assessment of the alarm. 

* Elements — A physical protection system is a composite entity, and 
elements are its distinct parts. Physical protection elements have the 
same name as the physical protection functions which they perform. (See 
Table 1 for the list of functions and examples of the elsments which 
implement them.) Clements are sometimes called features. 

* force — force is the tactic by which an adversary commits overt aggres
sive actions in order to overcome elements of the physical protection 
system; the adversary expects to be detected and is prepared to defend 
against the response. 

"See Chapter 2, "Introduction to Logic Symbols," for logic symbol terminology. 
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Table 1 
Physical Protection System Elements and Punctlona 

function Example Elements 
Detection 

a. Sanaor Pane* disturbance sensor 
Identity check 
Natal datactor 
Microwave 

b. Alam/display Television 
Warning lights/sounds 

c. Assessment (real time) Guard 
Television 

d. Track Guard in a tower 
Radar 

Delay Barrier 
Distance of travel 

Cotmunication Radio 
Telephone 

Response Guards 
Local law enforcement (police) 

functions — The functions of a physical protection system comprise the 
group of related actions which together make up the performance of the 
physical protection systemi the functions are detection, delayr communi
cation, and response (Sea Table 1). 
Insider — An insider is a parson authorised to enter a protected area or 
a vital areai insiders include employees, contractors, service personnel, 
and visitors. 
Outsider — An outsider is a peraon who ia not authorized to enter a pro
tected area. 
Positive Measures ~ Positive measures are physical protection elements 
that have predictable levels of performsnes for the purpose of preventing 
the completion of one or more events. Positive measures will not deteri
orate abruptly or unpredictably should the aaverity of the attack be in
creased by a small amount. There are four methods of implementing or re
cognising positive measures in a facility design. 
1. Implement a function with at least two elements so that loss of one 

element will not cause complete loss of the function, 
2. Select an element to block as many kinds of attack as possible, 
3. Use elements which have complementary strsngths together. (For exam

ple, a microwave intrusion ssnsor and a seismic intrusion sensor have 
complementary strengths. The microwave device can sense an intrusion 
mada using a bridge or ramp to isolate the intruder from the seismic 
sensor. The seismic device can sense an adversary who is crawling on 
the ground to avoid the microwave beam which is aimed high to avoid 
false alarms.) 

a. Simple redundancy can be used for reliability. (The use of two 
seismic Intrusion sensors is an example of simple redundsney.) 

Response — Response is the function of reacting to the detection of an 
unauthorised act to prevent adversary success. 
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* *t—.lth — Stealth Is the tactic by which an advsraary attempts to avoid 
or Inactivate elements of the physical protection system; the adversary 
seeks to prevent detection. 

" Tactics — Tactics are the methods used fay the adversary to achieve his 
objectives. (See also Deceit, Force, and Stealth.) 

* Targets — Targets are the item or items whose theft or sabotage is the 
adversary's objective. 

THE DEFENSE ZONE 
A defense cone is a space which surrounds but is not necessarily occupied by 

one or sore targets and within which any attack is first detected and ultimately 
terminated by the physical protection system before an adversary can accomplish his 
goal. The initial boundary of a zone is the envelope of Eirst potential detection 
of the adversary. The final boundary of a zone is the envelope of last potential 
termination of the adversary's attack. 

A zone of defense surrounding a site may be visualized as a shell that sur
rounds and protects the targets. The shell may be thin or thick (the thickness 
need not be uniform) depending on the space needed to terminate an attack. The 
zone extends into the air above the site to detect attacks mounted from the air. 
The zone also extends underground beneath the site to detect tunnel attacks. 

An attack by outsiders may require a zone as far removed from the targets as 
possible. An attack by insiders may require more than one zone very close to the 
targets, perhaps coinciding with the targets themselves. 

PHYSICAL PROTECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND THE ZONE 

Detocttos 

The zone begins with a detection boundary because the physical protection 
system cannot begin to oppose an attack until the attack has been detected. Detec
tion might be desired within the zone as well as at a boundary to provide informa
tion on the location of the attackers until they are intercepted by a response 
force. Detection must occur within the zone, but some detection elements may not 
be located in the zone. An example is monostotic radar which can detect at a dis
tance, and which need not be installed within the zone in order to participate in 
the detection of intruders within the zone. Outsiders should be detected at the 
outer boundary of the zone. Some tactics require that detection elements should 
also operate within the zone. Outsiders attacking by deceit or stealth might not 
be detected at the outer boundary of the ioner depending on the effectiveness of 
the detection elements and the adversary's skill. 

Delay 
Delay must follow detection and occur within the zone. To provide for alarm 

assessment, attackers must be prevented from moving too quickly away from the place 
where they caused an alarm, A barrier is necessary to provide this delay. 



The time after detection rtquir«d by the attackers to rtach their target must 
ne at least as long as the ti»» required for the physical protection system u ) to 
communicate with a response force, (2) to Mobilize, transport, and deploy the re
sponse force,. And U ) to intercept and halt the progress of the attackers, One o» 
more barriers may be necessary to slow the attackers sufficiently to give tho rh"«-
i.-al protection system time to respond effectively.* 

( ommankitk«i 

Communication is the function which unites all the physical protection el-— 
"ipnts into a system. Sensors communicate with alarms or displays. The control 
.-iter communicates with patrol guards, guards in observation posts, and othet 
response forces- The response force has internal communications. Control Biqn.: 
«ay be communicated to lights, gates, television cameras, etc. The communicjt i ,r. 
i:.-'iwortc need not lie entirely within the zone. Communication reliability :* t • 
. ry high, 

Response 
Response is the function of intercepting the attackers and haltinq t.hi*. 

pr >av?ss before their goal is achieved. The response element (response for.-
rr stationed inside or outside the zone, but the response force must carry > * 
. • i.on within the zone. 

1YPES OF GK\FM\C LOGIC TREES 

thir;.~eii logic trees are available for applying the evaluation tx-chn i ,, 
• .;• I in this section. All of these trees have one characteristic in owrn'r 

" i U generic; therefore, each logic tree can be applied to any sit^. sr 
-rich tne generic lcxjic trees are applied to a sice is the subject of Chaprr.-. 
"..ystom Design/Analysis Technique." For the present, it is necessary on 1 

xu<%* no tnore thai; 12 trees are needed for qualitative analysis of .my -=. 

The generality of these logic trees implies not only their appji^M>^ i. 
irtu^Ily any nuclear site but also the kind of unspecific event deserts 

' . i . *;)*'f»at entrances — gate, portal, or building — undetected." JJ < 
• i ; ; ;,Mriif element of a gate or portal and to perform similar enuir.:; 
M>.*i "\'<.-nts would make the logic trees excessively large and unwieldy. 
'in<ins in the technology of physical protection systems could rapidly ...-.-

•'• -Tû tivc-iy developed tree obsolete. If general event descriptions un , • 
r-.t- ^nilyst is relied upon to know the state of physical protection t...v'1 • 
r%'*nt co alter the generic logic trees should rartiy arise and the ma^p**-. 
: *;>'x iq Kept relatively snail. 

The i :s trees covet 5 kinds of actions that an adversary may perloi.. • 
• itid r.t" fiction is developed on a set of generic logic trees. In each at;, '• 
fw- tree for each adversary tactic by which the action can be accompl I<UH-.I. 
.impif»t# list of generic logic trees is given in Table 2. 

*jv_-„- the Barrier Technology Handbook, SAND77-G777, for a description oi 
•( lectivoness of various barriers against attack. 
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Table 2 

Generic Logic Treea 

Kani 
(Tactic-Appllotion) Kind of Action Developed 
FORCE-KXmDARY 
STEALTH-BOUNDARI Penetrate protec ted boundary 
DECEIT-tOUXDAKV 

FORCE-AREA 
STEALTH-AREA Travel acroaa protected araa 
DECEIT-MEA 
FORCE-BUILDING 
STEALTH-BUILDING Enter building 
FORCE-AC0U1KE SNMb 

STEALTH-ACQUIRE SNK Acqaira apacial nuclaar Materials 
DECEIT-ACQUIRE SNH 
FORCE-RELEASE Cense a release of spacial nuclaar 
STEALTH-RELEASE s>aterialec 

*To antar a building by deceit, uaa tha DECEIT-BOUNDARY traa. 
°SNM—Spacial nuclaar aateriala. 
No known aethod causes a ralaaaa ot apacial nuclaar aatariala by dacait. 

Tha fiva liinds of action* are (1) panatrata a protected boundary, (2) traval 
acroaa a protactad araa, (3) antar a building, (4) acquira apaclal nuclaar aata
riala, and (5) cauaa a ralaaaa of apacial nuclaar aatariala. Each action, with two 
exceptions, can ba accoapliahad by tha uaa of dacait, lorca, or ataalth. Tha 
exception! involve dacait. Tha traa DECEIT-BOUNDARY aatiafactorily daacribaa how 
an advaraary sight enter a building by deceit) therefore, no DECEIT-BUILDING tree 
exists. No aethod haa been found to ceuae a releaae of apecial nuclaar aateriala 
by deceit! therefore, no DECEIT-RELEASE tree exiata. Attack! reaulting in a re-
leaaa of apecial nuclear •aterials auat be analysed with either the FORCE-RELEASE 
tree or the STEALTH-RELEASE tree. 

SELECTION OF LOGIC TREES FOB ZONE ANALYSIS 
Since a zone ia a apace in which tha Interaction! between the advaraary and 

tha phyaical protection ayete* occur, analyaia of thoae interactiona by aeana of 
generic logic treea require! aelection of the correct logic treea to deacribe the 
actiona which can occur within the lone. Before that can ba dona, tha sone auat be 
deacribed. The deacriptlon ahould be Sone during deaign whan the perforaance goala 
for tha phyaical protection tystea are set. The location of tha lone depends on 
the threat, ita tactica, and ita objective. As a practical aatter the location of 
the zone further depend! upon aite phyaical attribute!. 

Outaidara auat atteapt to panatrata tha alta froa tha outaida, whatever their 
objective aay ba. Tha initial boundary of the zone (tha envelope of first poten
tial detection) can raaaonably be placed near (at or within) tha property line of 
the aite. Detection would be undesirable where the public could not be prohibited 
since alarm would ba generated by innocent paaaaraby aa wall aa by advaraariaa. 



in than circumstances, aa advareary n i l only be identified aa aoch if he were 
detected while eeamittiag aa unautaeeleed act. 

The tint I bowadary of tha same (the envelope of termination of the attack) 
van hava aavaral poeelble location* depending on tha type of adversary, the ob-
jactiva of tha attack, and the speed of tha reaponse force. Mien the objective ia 
sabotage, it aay ba raaeeaabla, given a aufficiantly (aat caaponaa force, to pea
sant tha adversary from antarinf tha building that houaa* hia targetU). tn thia 
case, tha outside of tha building nay ba specified *» a final boundary of tha sone. 
Such • xone would ba a hollo* aboil surrounding tha targets (which a n inaida tha 
building). 

If tha object raaialna sabotage, but tha raaponaa forca cannot intarcapt tha 
edvereary bafora ha antara tha building that houses tha target, than tha PP8 Bight 
ba daalgnad to accuaulata anough dalay for a raaponaa forca to intareapt tha advar
aary by requiring tha adversary to aaquantially diaabla aayaral targata but not 
anougb to achiava an overall aabotage objective. It Bight not be poaaible to mske 
tha advaraary aabotaga tha target! in a apaciflc order. It i* then not poaaible to 
predict which target!a) will not have been aabotagad whan the attack haa been ter-
•inated. Ihoaa targat* which have not been sabotaged are enclosed by the final 
boundary of the sons. The analyat might think of the xone for thia caaa aa equiv
alent to a apheroid containing aoae number OS bubblee (which are the unsabotaged 
targata). 

If theft i* the object of an attack, the final boundary at which the.advei-
aary ia neutralised by a raaponaa forca can be the property line of the aite which 
aay be virtually the aaae aa the boundary for tint detection. Alternatively, tha 
final bobJdary night be placed at the outaide of any building that houaaa targata. 

Ineidere can only bo detected aa advaraariea when they commit an unauthorised 
act. The initial boundary abould be placed where the firat unauthorised aot could 
be recogniied a* auch. 

Once the boundaries of tha aona are eatabliahed for the poatulated threat, 
tha generic logic treea needed for analyaia can be selected, for the example of 
aabotaga by outeidere, uesume that the deaign of the physical protection systea has 
established tha initial boundary of the sone at the property line of the aita, rla-
ing to a detection 'roof* above the ground and descending to a detection 'floor* 
belcw ground. Assume that the final boundary coincides with the outer wells, root, 
and foundation of tha hypothetical pressurised water reactor buildinga. 

Tha attackers muat firat penetrate the initial boundary. This action would 
be analysed with the three boundary traea. All three boundary tree* (DmCiiT-
•OONDARX, ronci-KHJWDAkY, and fT«ALT*-mooilBA»r) must be uaad aince the oetaidera 
have a choice of tactics at this and every step of their attack. Between the ini
tial boundary and the final boundary, the outaidera may travel aero** open terrain. 
Thia action would be analysed with the three area tree* (MCIIT-AUA, ropjCI-AMA, 
and STIAbTR-Aftt*). At the final boundary, it la poaaibla that the delay needed 

zl 
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by th* physical protection-system to interrupt the'attack and terminate it will be 
provided by th* barrier of the building-structure. The two building trees (FORCE-
BUILDING and STEALTH-BUILDING) must be used, and the DECEIT-BOUNDARY tree must be 
used *g»in, thin tim to-an*lyie--«ntry into tht building. 

If the design of the physical protection systen is -found to be adequate 
through the use of these trees that'describe actions within the zone, there is no 
need to analyze-th* release-trees. If.the design is shown to be inadequate, the 
analyst might relocate.-the final boundary. The design of the system may prove 
adequate,to protect the.facility from a release of nuclear materiats"even though it 
could not terminate the attack as quickly as desired. It then becomes an option of 
the redesign either to move the final boundary of the zone or to improve the physi
cal protection system, of course, if the release cannot reliably be prevented, 
there is no choice but to redesign the 'system* 

As the final boundary is. located deeper within the building, it becomes 
necessary to take into account how physical protection is provided for each member 
of a set of vital areas. The sets of. vital areas with the fewest members should be 
analysed before those with more members. The analysis must continue either until a 
set is found for which physical protection is adequate or until it is found that, no 
set has adequate physical, protection. For these several analysts, the appropii/te 
generic logic trees are selected and revised as needed. 

Assuming that the analyst evaluates the physical protection of the vital 
components themselves, what additional generic logic-trees would be analyzed? For 
example, assume that the adversary chooses to damage the reactor vessel itself so 
that adequate cooling to avoid a meltdown is impossible. The adversary must enter 
the reactor containment to reach the reactor vessel, as shown in Figure 6. He 
might choose to penetrate from the outside directly into the containment through 
the wall. Thi^ would require the use of fores, or he might choose to enter the 
auxiliary building, perhaps by the door close to the personnel hatch of the con
tainment. This might be accomplished by any of the three tactics. Penetration of 
either the auxiliary building or the containment structure is already subject to 
analysis with the last trees mentioned above (FORCE-BUILDING, STEALTH-BUILDING, ana 
DECEIT-BOUNDARY). From this point on, new analysis is required. From the door of 
the auxiliary building to the personnel hatch, the adversary must travel across an 
area. The generic logic trees, DECEIT-AREA, FORCE-AREA, and STEALTH-AREA, are 
analyzed again. Their first analysis involved travel outdoorsj this time the trav
el is within a building. Quite different elements'of a physical protection system 
nay be involved in th* two situations. Nevertheless, the same generic trees are 
suitable in both situations. 

The adversary's entry into the containment through th* personnel hatch (a 
device designed as an airlock) is analogous to-entering a building through a vesti
bule. This implies that the logic trees to analyse are DECEIT-BOUNDARY, FORCE-
BUILDING, and STEALTH-»UXLDING. Travel through the containment structure to the 
location from which the reactor vessel can be sabotaged is analysed with the 
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DECEIT-AREA, FORCE-AREA, and STEALTH-AREA traaa. Finally, th« aabotaga itaalf ia 
aaalyaad with tha FORCE-RELEASE and STEALTH-RELEASE traaa. Tabla 3 contain, a 

ary of tha traaa aalactad In thla axaapla* 

Tabla 3 
Ganaric Logic Traaa uaad to Analyxa an Attack by Outaldara 

on a Siapllfiad Praaaurixad Watar Raactor 

WITHIN ZONE 

Panatrata initial boundary 

Traval to raactor buildinga 

Entar auxiliary building or 
containaant 

DECEIT-BOUNDARY 
FORCE-BOUNDARY 
STEALTH-BOUNDARY 
DECEIT-AREA 
FORCE-AREA 
STEALTH-AREA 
DECEIT-BOUNDARY 
FORCE-BUILDING 
STEALTH-BUILDING 

OFTIOHAL ANALYSIS OF VITAL COMPONENT SABOTAGE 

Traval to parsonnal hatch 

Entar containaant through 
paraonnal hatch 

Traval through containaant 
to location for aabotaga 

Coaaiit aabotaga laading to 
coca aaltdovn and ralaaaa 
of nuclaar aatariala 

DECEIT-ARIA 
FORCE-AREA 
STEALTH-AREA 
DECEIT-BOUNDARY 
FORCE-BUILDING 
STEALTH-BUILDING 
DECEIT-AREA 
FORCE-AREA 
STEALTH-AREA 
FORCE-RELEASE 
STEALTH-RELEASE 

READING LOGIC TREES 

Bafora tha ganaric logic traaa ara uaad, thair contant and tha aathod of 
raading thaa auat ba undaratood. Tha primary avanta of aach of tha 13 ganaric 
logic traaa can ba dividad into 2 groupa. Tha firat group concarna tha advaraary'a 
naad to accoapliah tha and avant of tha traa whathar it ba croaaing a boundary, 
travailing acroaa an araa, antaring or laaving a building, acquiring apacial nu
claar aatariala, or cauaing a ralaaaa of apacial nuclaar aatariala. Tha aacond 
group concarna tha advaraary'a naad to raaain undatactad (whan uaing ataalth or 
dacait tactica) or to ovarcoaa any oppoaition that ha ancountara (whan uaing forca 
tactica). Tha advaraary uaing ataalth or dacait tactica laight naad to ovarcoaa un-
axpactad oppoaition, but if tha ataalth or dacait tactica ara to ba continuad, tha 
advaraary auat ovarcoaa hla oppoaition without an alara baing ganaratad, i.a., op
poaition auat ba conaidarad aa dataction alaaanta to ba diaablad by tha advaraary. 

Tha DECEIT-BOUNDARY traa coabinaa two goalai (1) tha advaraary hiaaalf 
croaaing tha boundary and (2) aauggling contraband acroaa tha boundary. For 



convenience of discussion, eh* priaary events for each goal have been treated sep
arately, and tha two collections of avanta hava aach baan divided into two groups 
as above. Consequently, four groups of primary events arc identified and discussed 
Cor the DECEIT-BOUNDARY tree. 

Physically, accomplishing any of the end events is readily possible unless 
one or aore barriers are present. Thus the primary events for boundaty crossing 
relate to barriers that must be overcome. The qualitative question to ask is, "Can 
the adversary overcome the barrier!a)?" Tha answer is generally "yes," if the ad* 
versary is suitably skilled and equipped. The analyst aust have a particular 
threat in aind if qualitative analysis of these events is to be meaningful. 

The adversary will remain undetected while striving to accomplish the end 
event of a logic tree unlese detection elements are present. Thus, the priaary 
events for detection relate to detection eleaents that must be avoided, disabled, 
or deceived (using stealth or deceit tactics), or ignored (using force tactics). 
For stealth and deceit tre a the qualitative question to ask is, "Is it likely that 
the adversary can avoid, disable, or deceive the detection eleaents without an 
alara being generated?" For force treea tha adversary will ignore detection ele-
aenta by definition. But huaan detection eleasnts might oppose the adversary's 
progress, so the qualitativa question to ask is, "Is it likely that the adversary 
can overccae any opposition that hs encounters?" To answer "no" to these ques
tions, the analyst Bust be convinced that tha detection elements (or the opposi
tion) provide positive aeasuras. The detection eleaents (or opposition) aust oper
ate under virtually any attack that the assuaed threat can aount. Data from field 
teata of performance and vulnerability could provide persuasive support to claims 
of deiit,u effectivaness. To answer "yes," the analyst aust find the detection 
eleaents vulnerable to an attack within the capability of the assumed threat. 
Whether this is a significant defect can only be detcrained by evaluating the whole 
logic tree. 

If the adveraary la not permanently stopped by soae barrier within the zone, 
it will be necessary to perform a quantitative analysis* to estimate whether a re
sponse force csn Intercept the adversary in tiae to prevent hia froa achieving his 
objective. The analyst evaluates the boundary crossing events on a tra* by asking 

EASI, Estimate of Adversary Sequence Interruption, is aaong the siaplest of 
the quantitative analyses to us*. See the following! 

H. A. Bennett, The "1ASI" Approach to Physical Security Evaluation. 
NUREG 760145 (Albuquerquei Sandia National Laboratories, January 1977). 

D. v. Sasser, EASI on the HP-25, Hr-65, and HP-67. NUREG-0231 (Albuquerquei 
Sandia National laboratories. May 197?). 

H. A. Bennett, user's Quid* for Evaluating Physical Security Capabilities of 
Nuclear facilities by the EA1I Method, MuHia-OlDe [Albuauerauei Sandia National 
Laboratories, June 1977). 

D. w. Sasser, User's Said* tor EA1I Graphics, SAND78-0112 (Albuquerque. 
Sandia National Laboratories, March 1971). 

H. A. Eennett and D. N. fssser, EASI Prograa Improvements for HP-<7 and TI-59 
Calculators. NUREO/CE-03S0 (Albuquerque! Sandia national Laboratories, July 1979). 
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the quantitative question, "Bow much tine will the adversary use to overcome the 
barrier(s)?" This time is the delay provided by the barrier(s). It is also called 
a task time. 

The analyst evaluates the detection events on a tree by ashing the quantita
tive question, "What is the probability that the adversary will be detected as he 
strives to accomplish the end event of the logic tree?" These probabilities of de
tection (and associated standard deviations) are data used in quantitative 
evaluation. 

"BOUNDARY" GENERIC LOGIC TREES 
There are three generic logic trees: one each Cor crossing the boundary by 

stealth, force, and deceit tactics. The primary events of each tree can be divided 
into two groups. One group concerns the adversary's need to cross the boundary. 
The other group concerns the adversary's need to remain undetected (stealth and 
deceit trees) or to overcome any opposition that he encounters while he crosses the 
boundary. The logic tree DECEIT-BOUNDARY has two cases for each groups (1) the 
adversary himself crossing the boundary and (2) smuggling contraband across the 
boundary. 

Contraband is explicitly considered only in the deceit logic tree. The adver
sary using force tactics and carrying contraband is, by definition, unconcerned 
about detection either of it or of himself. The analyst should take into account 
the effect of the contraband as a burden. The adversary using stealth tactics and 
carrying contraband tries to avoid detection. He does so, generally, by crossing a 
boundary where there are no special detection systems to sense explosives, netal, or 
SNM. The analyst should take into account the effect of the contraband as a burden 
and the possibility that a sensor will sense material carried by the adversary as 
well as, or rather than, the adversary himself. 

One question to ask in a qualitative evaluation of the logic tree is, "Can the; 
adversary overcome the barrier(s) to crossing the boundary?" Por the deceit and 
stealth trees a second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can avoid, 
disable, or deceive the detection elements without an alarm being generated?" For 
the force tree a second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can overcome 
any opposition that he encounters?" 

If a quantitative evaluation is needed, one question is, "How much time will 
the adversary need to overcome the barrier(s) to crossing the boundary?" The other 
quantitative question is, "What is the probability that the adversary will be de-
tucted as he crosses the boundary?" 

STEALTH-BOUNDARY 
Figure 7 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, STEALTH-

BOUNDAKY. This tree gives general logic for defeat of a boundary by stealth tac
tics. There are 10 primary events (Sl-1, Sl-3, S2-1, S2-3, S2-4, S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, 
S3-4, and SX3-5). These can be divided into two groups. One group concerns the 
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adversary's need to get across the boundary (32-1, S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, and S3-4). The 
other group concerns the adversary's need to remain undetected while the boundary 
crossing is Hade (Sl-1, Sl-3, S2-3, S2-4, and 5X3-5). 

The logic tree assumes the boundary has two parts. In one part, crossings are 
made normally, i.e., through a gate or portal (see event S2-1); in the other, cross
ings are prohibited, i.e., everywhere other than a gate or portal (see events S3-1, 
S3-2, and S3-4). These two parts of the boundary should present different problems 
to the adversary. 

The el clients of the physical protection system at the gate or portal are not 
named in event S2-1. it is the analyst's job to supply these elements from the 
design which he is evaluating. However, S2-1 is a developed event; it is further 
developed on the complete generic logic tree, STEALTH'BOUNDARY. That development is 
ignored in this discussion. 

Along the boundary elsewhere than at the gates or portals, one kind of element 
is so frequently used that it is specified by the development of S2-2. That element 
is a fence or two fences with a cleared space between them (S3-1, S3-2, S3-*}. All 
other possible kinds of barriers (including any which impede an attack from above-
ground or underground) are covered by event S3-3. 

Three kinds of elements detect boundary crossings. One is located at en
trances (S2-1, a developed event). No examples are named on the simplified logic 
tree. One or more guards posted at the entrance may be used. But guards a,lone may 
not be a positive measure for detection. 

A second kind of element senses along the boundary but not necessarily at en
trances (SX3-5, a developed event). No examples of the sensors are named on the 
simplified logic tree. A combination of sensors may be used. The analyst's job is 
to evaluate whether the combination produces a positive measure for detection. 

The third kind of element operates anywhere along the boundary, both at and 
away from entrances (Sl-1, Sl-3, S2-3, S2-4). Guards on patrol or stationed in 
observation towers are one example (82-3, S2-4). If they alone could not be a 
positive measure for dttaction, they may reinforce the other kinds of detection 
elements to produce a positive measure. 

The two events that name guards as detection elements list two ways that an 
adversary may not be detected. He can avoid being seen by the guards (S2-3>, or, if 
he is seen, he may be able to prevent the guards from sounding an alarm (S2-4). 
While the latter method of avoiding detection may be forceful rather than stealthy, 
it represents an action required of the adversary if he is to continue his attack by 
stealth, undetected, after he accidentally confronts a guard. In general, the ad
versary will probably be able to see where patrol guards are and cross the boundary 
when they are absent and unable to see the adversary. It may be difficult for an 
adversary to know whether or not he is being seen from an observation tower or to 
prevent the sounding of an alarm if he knows that he has been seen. 



Operations personnel may be nearby and see the adversary when he crosses the 
boundary (Sl-3). in many instances, the adversary should be able to avoid then. 
Confrontation would be an unintended complication of an attack by stealth, and it 
•ay increase the chance of being seen by a guard in an observation tower. 

Reinforcements for the protective force (sl-1) would be called only after 
detection. The tine between notification of the protective force and its arrival 
could be long enough to prevent the force fro* intercepting the adversary during the 
boundary crossing that gave rise to the detection. Thus, this event nay have no 
relevance for the crossing of the initial boundary of the zone. It may be mean
ingful with respect to crossing a boundary within the zone after detection has 
occurred. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, the logic by 
which the primary events generate the end event is now examined. The adversary 
must cross the boundary and he must avoid detection while doing so. This is the 
fundamental logical statement made in the logic tree. All other detail merely 
elaborates on the possibilities. The fundamental logical statement is made by the 
AND gate S-BODNDARY. The input for crossing the boundary comes from event Sl-2. 
All three other inputs (Sl-1, Sl-3, Sl-4) supply requirements for avoiding detection 
by the elements that can operate anywhere on the boundary, regardless of where the 
crossing is made. 

The elements that detect only at entrances or only away from entrances must be 
associated with those optional locations for crossing the boundary. The optional 
crossing locations are inputs S2-1 and S2-2 to the OR gate Sl-2. Crossing the 
boundary at an entrance (S2-1) is a developed primary event. But crossing the 
boundary away from an entrance (S2-2) is gensrated by an AMD gate which repeats the 
fundamental logical statement of the logic tree. Crossing the boundary away from an 
entrance requires that four events (S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, S3-4) be performed. These 
four events are inputs to the AND gate S2-2. Avoiding detection during the crossing 
is represented by the single developed event SX3-5, which is an input to the AND 
gate S2-2. 

One other development appears on the tree. Event Sl-4, 'Avoid or Confront 
Guards Undetected," states an option. The necessity logic is an OR gate, Sl-4, with 
inputs S2-3 and S2-4. This same sort of option is implied for Sl-1 and Sl-3. Their 
developments would have the same logical form as the development of Sl-4. 

FORCE-BOUNDARY 
Figure 8 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, FORCE-BOUNDARY. 

This tree gives general logic for defeat of a boundary by force tactics. There are 
9 primary events (ri-1, Pl-3, P2-1, P2-3, r2-4, F3-1, P3-2, P3-3, F3-4). These can 
be divided into two groups. One group concerns the adversary's need to get across 
the boundary (F2-1, F3-1, F3-2, F3-3, F3-4). The other group concerns the adver
sary's need to overcome any opposition that be encounters while the boundary cross
ing is made (Fl-1, rl-3, F2-3, FS-4). Every event but one on STEALTH-BOUNDARY has a 
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counterpart on FORCE-BOUNDARY, The exception is SX3-5, "Defeat or Bypass Detection 
System." By definition, when using the force tactic the adversary expects to be 
detected, ao the FORCE trees have no events that require the adversary to take 
action against the detection system. 

DECEIT-BOUNDARY 
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show « simplified version of the generic logic tree, 

DECEIT-BOUNDARY. There are 23 primary events (Dl-1, DX1-3, DX2-1, DX2-2, DX:>-3, 
DX2-4, DX2-5, DX2-6, DX2-9, DX2-11, DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-4, 0X3-5, DX3-6, DX4-1, DX4-A, 
DX4-3, DX4-4, BX4-5, DX4-6, DX4-7, DX4-8». They can be divided into four groups. 
One group concerns the adversary's need to get across the boundary himself (t)l-l, 
DX2-1, DX2-6, DX4-1, DX4-2). The second group concerns the adversary's need to 
remain undetected while crossing the boundary (DX1-3, DX2-2, DX2-3, DX2-7, DX'Z-B , 
DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-4, DX3-5, 0X3-8). The third group concerns the adversary's pos
sible need to snuggle contraband across the boundary (DX2-9, DX2-11). The u^rt, 
group concerns the adversary's need to avoid detection of the contraband whicr. u* 
night be smuggling (DX4-3, DX4-4, DX4-5, DX4-6, DX4-7, DX4-8). 

Questions to ask in a qualitative evaluation of DECEIT-BOUNDARY are, "i.-.n : 
adversary overcome the barcier(s) to crossing the boundary at an entrance?" ar.i. 
"Can the adversary smuggle so that the contraband passes the barrier(s)?" and "c••' 
the adversary almost always avoid, disable, or deceive the detection element? so 
detection of neither adversary nor contraband occurs?" For both insider and ..; 
aider adversaries the answers depend on the features of the physical protect ion 
system at the entrance, on the particular threat and contraband, and on the ^ n 
and preparation of the adversary. 

If a quantitative evaluation is needed, one question is, "How much tine -,; 
the adversary need to overcome the barrier£si to crossing the boundary hiswseii ^rm 
to smuggling contraband?" The other quantitative question is, "What is the P in
ability that the adversary or the contraband will be detected as the boundary ^ : 

crossed?" 

The logic tree is concerned with only one part of the boundary, the enirv. ••-• 
Crossings are made normally, i.e., through a gate or portal (see event Di-1). ?n<< 
elements of the physical protection system at the gate or portal are not namiKi -r 
basic event Dl-1. This event is in effect merely a label, reminding the analyst 
that normality of route and procedure is the essential characteristic of all dc--,-. r 
scenarios. 

Insiders crossing the boundary by deceit will have no difficulty except a<x •.-
dentally through some failure of the physical protection system. The insider mil 
by definition have authentic credentials to establish his identity (see event 
DX2-1). An outsider who obtained identity credentials made on the same equipment 
with the same materials in the same manner as all authentic credentials, and ob
tained through an insider, would satisfy this event. His credentials would h;:v: no 
flaw and thus would not be detectable as counterfeit. 
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If the insider is authorised to cross the particular boundary in question when 
he seeks to do so, he will by definition be correctly authorized (see event DX2-6). 
An outsider who has had authorization established in the physical protection system 
in the same manner as all correct authorizations, probably accomplished through an 
insider, would satisfy this event. His authorization would have no flaw and thus 
would not be detectable as counterfeit. 

If at the boundary in question a two-nan rule is initiated, the adversary 
should not be allowed to proceed alone regardless of the acceptability of his iden
tity credentials or authorisation. An adversary could try to defeat the physical 
protection system by having another, collaborating adversary act as the second man 
required for the physical protection systesi to admit the two adversary team (see 
event DX4-1). In this cast the second adversary, as well as the first, must be 
analyzed for his ability to defeat the logic tree DBCEIT-BOUHDARV (see event oxt-ls. 

If an adversary is attempting to sauggle contraband across the boundary in i : 
success in personally crossing the boundary becomes conditional on the success of 
the snuggling, and vie* versa. Three classes of snuggling are included on th<; I >ni -
tree. The first class concerns openly removing SHU with soae authorization fro-r. 
within the boundary (see event DX2-9), This is a developed event) it is furth-•-
developed on the coaplete generic logic tree, DECEIT-BOUNDARY. 

The second class concerns sauggling contraband without any pretense of in • 
jzation by hiding or disguising it. Examples noted on the logic tree are expior.::•••. 
[which an adversary would sauggle into an area froa outside the boundary) and SKI 
(which an adversary would sauggle out of an area froa inside the boundary). The 
acconplishaent of the sauggling is not tied explicitly to an event in the develop
ment of DX2-10. The analyst is to assuae that if the adversary can satisfy tn<? 
J.'velopaent, i.e., if the contraband is not detected, then the contraband is -•:••• 
cessfuiiy sauggled. 

The third class aerely exists to collect other possibilities (see event 
PX2-11). ror exaaple, smuggling of tools or weapons is not covered by the- fir 
cjnsses. This event also notes that the contraband Bight be sauggled whojc or < 
disassembled elements. Event DX2-U is undeveloped. 

All the kinds of elements that detect boundary crossings by deceit are l.. 
at entrances. The heart of a typical detection system is a check of identity art?. 
authorization to cross the boundary (0X2-2, DX2-3, DX2-7, DX2-1). Cependinq on - • 
boundary in question, the authorisation aay be conditional on adherence to a two-: 
rule (0X3-1, DX3-2, DX3-4, DX3-5, DX3-4). furthermore, permission to coaplete tin 
crossing of the boundary may be made conditional on the examination for contraband 
of any material that may be taken across the boundary (DX4-3, DX4-4, DX4-5, nx<>-6. 
DXJ-7, DX4-I). These are the formal parts of the physical protection system. An
other feature which is not generally a designed part of a physical protection ny>' ••• 
is the aiseellaneout personnel who happen to be at the entrance at the same tine no 
the adversary and who have the potential capability to observe and react to sus
picious behavior that the adversary sight exhibit (DX1-3). 
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The adversary with a counterfeit identity credential needs to defeat the check 
of .hie credential by the physical protection systea (DX2-2). A counterfeit ia a 
copy or iaitation. A counterfeit credential can be sore or leaa like an authentic 
one, but in soae feature it nuat differ froa an authentic credential. The likeli
hood of the physical protection systea detecting the counterfeit credential dependa 
on its sensitivity to the difference between a particular kind of counterfeit and an 
authentic credential) and on the difference between the counterfeit credential and 
the reference data used by the physical protection systea to check the identity 
credential. For exaaple, an authentic picture badge aight be a particular else, 
shape, color, construction, contain particular inforaation, etc. It aust also have 
a picture of the bearer that can be aatched against his appearance as well, perhaps, 
as against a reference picture in a secure arcbir=. A's authentic badge would be 
considered counterfeit by the analyst if carried by B and presented to the physical 
protection systea for checking. None of these considerations are aade explicit in 
the logic tree; event DX2-2 is undeveloped. 

The adveraary with no identity credentials needs to avoid or defeat the cre
dential check by the physical protection systea (DX2-3). The adversary aight riak 
joining a heavy flow of personnel through the entrance, hoping to cross the boundary 
anonyaously in the aidst of the crowd, avoiding the credential check. <e aight 
atteapt the excuse that he had forgotten his identity credential, with the nop* or 
the knowledge that the physical protection systea does not require soae rigorous 
alternate identity check. Or the adveraary aay play the role of soaeotie not ex
pected to carry the identity credential such as visitors or vendors who have legi
timate business across the boundary. The physical protection systea aust be able 
either to sort out *n adveraary froa those who have legitiaate business £ ?ross the 
boundsry, or to control the aoveaent and activities of persons who are allowed to 
cross the boundary without the required identity credential. Another possible 
defeat of the physical protection systea is to have the credential checker collab
orate with the adversary. None of these considerations are Bade explicit in the 
logic tree) event DX2-3 is undeveloped. 

The adversary who has counterfeit authorisation to enter the area across the 
boundary needs to defeat the check of his authorisation by the physical protection 
aystea (DX2-7). Whether both the authorisation cheek and the identity check aust be 
defeated depends on the design of the physical protection systea and, perhaps, on 
the boundary to be crossed and the area to be entered. Generally, the authorisation 
check aust be passed to secure permission to cross the boundary, while the identity 
check aust be passed to enable the authorisation check to be aade securely. A coun
terfeit authorisation is analogous to a counterfeit identity credential. The coun
terfeit is a oopy or iaitation and aust differ froa an authentic authorisation. If 
the authorisation is aerely a visible feature of an identification badge (e.g., a 
symbol or special oolor, etc.) counterfeiting the identity credential would simul
taneously accomplish counterfeiting the authorisation. The two physical protection 
features would have no indspsndsace, and defeat of one would imply defeat of the 
other. In oontraat, sspsass the authorisation is kept in a file possessed by the 
physical protection systea rather than possessed by tl. • person seeking to cross the 
boundsry. An adversary need either impersonste someone known to have the desired 



authorisation or M tilt aoaabow have the desired authorisation of hias*lf inserted 
into the til*, in this cat*, th* adversary runs • double risk. It< {11* entry aust 
b* ande without detection, and th* fil* *ntry auat be aad* correctly if it ia not to 
ba detectable aa a counterfeit authorisation. Bias* ccaawnta ara applicable to a 
bad?* exchange syataa and, as wall, to a fila of papar authorizations or a conput-
arisad authorisation fila. Hon* of than* considerations ara aada axplioit in tha 
logic treei avant 0*2-7 is undeveloped. 

Tha adversary who ia not authorisad accass through tba boundary naada to find 
a way to bt accaptad by tha physical protection aystaa (DI2-8). Tha adveraary Bight 
risk joining a heavy flow of parsonnal through tha antranca, hoping to croaa tha 
boundary anonymously in th* aidst of tba crowd, avoiding tht authorisation chack 
(and :2s* Identity cradantial chack, as dascribad in connection with avtnt DX2-3). 
zf tha physical protection aystaaj ia designed for personnel to carry authorization 
cradantiala, an adversary sight atteapt tha excuae that ha had forgotten his, with 
the hop* or knowledge that the syataa does not require soae rigoroua alternate 
authorisation check. Or tha adversary aay play the role of eoneone not expected to 
have an authorisation in his possession or on fils, such as a visitor or vendor who 
haa legitiaata business across the boundary. Tha physical protection ayatea auat be 
able either to sort out the adversary troa those who have legitimate buainaaa acroaa 
the boundary, or to control tha aevaaent and activitiea of parsons who are allowed 
to cross the boundary without tha required authorisation for access. Another pos
sible defeat of tha physical protection syataa is to hive tha authorisation checker 
collaborate with tba adversary. Bona of these considerations ara made explicit in 
tha logic treei event DK2-I is undeveloped. 

rive priaary events (DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-4, DX3-5, DX3-H relate to the adver
sary's need to avoid detection arising froa us* of a two-nan rule while crossing a 
boundary. On* possibility (DX3-1) ia that tha adversary deceives the second aan. 
In aerely crossing a boundary, an adversary probably need not coaalt an observable 
unauthorised act, so th* second aan, crossing with hia, would hsva no effective way 
to qoeetion th* adversary'a intsntiona. Thia avant is aora aeaningful aa a barrier 
to the adversary if ha is iaparsoaating soaeon* known to tha second aan. Tha sig
nificance of event oa.3-1 is strongly scenario dependent; the event ia undeveloped. 

A second possibility (DX3-2) is that the advarssry haa tha collaboration of 
th* second person sad that tba second person is sn insider. This is a baalc event. 
Th* problta for th* aaalyat to decide is whether it is credible that an insider will 
collaborate (either willingly or under coercion). Th* case where tha collaborating 
second aan is an oatsider has been discussed as a need of an adversary to get across 
th* boundary (event* 0*4-1 and SM-21. 

*. third possibility (DX3-4) is thst tha adversary crosses ths boundary alone 
by exploiting, and possibly causing, a failure of the physical protection systea to 
snforo* th* two-aan rule. The event is undeveloped. Open questions ar* bow night 
th* physical protectloa systea fail to enforce the two-aan rula and bow would tha 
adversary becoae swar* of th* failure, if he did not cauae it, so that ha could 
exploit it. 
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A fourth possibility (0X3-5) is that the adversary erotica the boundary alone 
because tha parson who ahould have enforced tha two-Man rula collaborate! with the 
aiveraary. This is a basic event. 

The Clfth and laat possibility included in the logic tree (DX3-6) is that the 
adversary crosses tha boundary alone by persuading enforcement personnel that no 
second person is required. This event is plausible if the adversary is or poses as 
a high-level executive of the site in question* There is a chance that the enforce
ment personnel could be intimidated by such an adversary* An adversary Might also 
attcapt to perauade the enforcement personnel that he should cross the boundary 
alone on the pretext that the action is required by an emergency that the adversary 
has caused to be reported* This event is undeveloped. 

The adversary's need to avoid detection of the contraband which he might be 
smuggling is covered by six primary events (DX4-3, 0X4-4, 0X4-5, 0X4-6, 0X4-7, 
DX4-8). 

The first group of these events concerns-the adversary's need to defeat any 
search of his person, possessions, or vehicle. Ont possibility (0X4-3) is that the 
search is made by a gate guard and it fails to find the contraband. Since the use 
of detectors is treated elaewhere in the logic tree, the analyst should assume that 
the "search by gate guard" is conducted manually and by direct visual observation. 
Adversary success implies that the contraband is sufficiently well disguised and 
hidden and that the manual, visual search is not capable, perhaps inherently, per-
hapa through some peculiarity of the particular aearch process being analyzed, of 
consistently finding contraband. This is a basic event. 

The second possibility (0X4-4) is that a gate guard will collaborate with the 
adveraary by failing to report any contraband that be finds during the search, or by 
not conducting the search* This is a basic event. 

The third possibility (0X4-5) is that tha adversary defeats the search for 
contraband because tha gate guard, through carelessness, forgatfulnaas, or indif
ference (but not through deliberate collusion with the adveraary) fails to search 
for contraband. If searches were only conducted on a random spot-check basis they 
would be included in this event. An adversary would need accurate inaide informa
tion to make a realistic assessment of his risk in making use of this basic event. 

Tha second group of three events concerns tha adversary'a need to defeat 
detectors, if any, of contraband (explosives or SMH). One possibility (0X4-6) is 
that a guard collaborates with tha adversary by assisting in the defeat of the 
detector(s). This is a developed event. 

The second possibility (0X4-7) is that the adversary successfully shields the 
contraband from the detector(s). Evaluation of the adversary's possible success is 
strongly dependent upon scenario and physical protection system data. For example, 
what and how much is being smuggled, what are its characteriatics, how is it shield
ed, and how sensitive are the datector(a) to the characteristics of the contraband 
as attenuated by the shielding. This is a basic event. 



The third and.final possibility (DX4-8) is that the adversary defeats the 
detector**). . Since defeat by shielding and by collaboration have already been 
considered, the remaining method, of defeat implied by this developed event is tamp
ering with the detection system itself so that it will not indicate the presence of 
contraband. This is made explicitly clear on the development of 0X4-8 which appears 
on the complete logic .tree, D-BOUNDARY. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, the logic by 
which they generate the end event is examined next. The adversary must cross the 
boundary, and he must avoid detection while doing so. He may smuggle contraband 
across the boundary and, if so, he must avoid detection of the contraband. This is 
the fundamental statement made in the logic tree. All other detail merely elabor
ates on the possibilities. The fundamental logical statement is made by AND gate 
D-BOUNDARY. The input for crossing the boundary comes fro* event Dl-1. The input 
for avoiding detection while crossing the boundary comes from events DX1-2, DX1-3, 
DXl-4, and DX1-S. The input for smuggling contraband across the boundary without 
detection cones from event DX1-6. 

The types of identity credentials which an adversary might use (0X2-1, 0X2-2, 
DX2-3), expressed in terms of the degree of t-ne adversary's detectability, complete 
the development of DXl-2 as inputs to an OR gate. 

The types of authorization which an adversary might have (DX2-6, DX2-7, 
DX2-8), expressed in terms of the degree of the adversary's detectability, complete 
the development of DXl-5 as inputs to an OR gate. 

The adversary's options for defeating a two-man rule (DX3-1, 0X3-2, DX3-3, 
DX3-4, DX3-5, 0X3-6) constitute the development of DXl-4 as inputs to OR gates. For 
ease of reading this portion of the logic tree DX3-1, DX3-2, and DX3-3 are grouped 
as inputs to OR gate DX2-4. Event DX2-4 merely labels its inputs as all dealing 
with options in which a second man does cross the boundary with the adversary. 
Events 0X3-4, 0X3-5, and 0X3-6 are grouped as inputs to OR gate 0X2-5. Event DX2-S 
merely labels its inputs as all dealing with options in which a second man does not 
cross the boundary with the adversary. The two "label* events, DX2-4 and DX2-5, are 
the inputs to OR gate DXl-4. Finally, DX4-1 and DX4-2 are pseudo-events (equivalent 
to comments) pertaining to event DX3-3. They remind the analyst of two things that 
are concurrently relevant: that the second man can also bt an adversary and that 
this additional adversary must be analysed by the full tree, D-BOUNDARY. SO, DX4-1 
and DX4-2 are inputs to AND gat* DX3-3. 

The adversary's options for smuggling contraband (DX2-9, 0X2-10, 0X2*11) begin 
the development of DX1-6 as inputs to an OR gate. The basis for differentiating 
among the options is whether the contraband is smuggled in the open (DX2-9J, i.e., 
with sons authorization or pretense of authorisation, or whether the contraband is 
hidden or disguised for smuggling (DX2-10), i.e., authorization is not a considera
tion. The most important contraband is SHH and explosives. The remaining input to 
DXi-6 recognizes that other contraband such as tools or weapons might also be im
portant (0X2-11). 
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The abridged logic tree, s-MOmMX, ha* rooa tor davelopaent of only oi» of 
the above inputs to DXl-f, specifically, DX2-10. The Input* to AMD gat* DX2-10 are 
tha eleaenta of the phyeical protection ayatea which tha advaraary auat dafaat: 
•pacific*.'ly, tha various posaibla annual, viaual aaarchas (DX3-7) and tha various 
possible hardware datectora that night auppleaent or substitute for Manual, viauaJ 
aaarch (DX3-8). Tha adversary's options for defeating the seareh(as) and detec-
tor(s) coaplete the developaent of the contraband sauggling event (DX1-6). Optiona 
DX4-3, DX4-4, and DX4-S are inputs to OK gate DX3-7. Optiona DX4-6, DX4-7, and 
DX4-8 are inputs to OR gate 0X3-8. One aore level of developaent can be found for 
DX4-6 and DX4-8 on the coaplete logic tree, D-BOUNDARY. 



4. SYSTEM DESIGN / ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 

DESIGN / ANALYSIS CYCLE 
Analyaia of the effectiveness of the physical protection of nuclear facilitiea 

and aateriala ia part of the cycle of design and analyais shown in Figure 12. 

INITIAL DESIGN Of A 
PHYSICAL PROTECTION 

SY5TEH 

DESIGN OF AN EFFECTIVE 
PHYSICAL PROTECTION 

SYSTEM 

Figure 12, Deaign/Analysia Cycle 

The cycle begins with the initial design of a PPS. The qualitative effective
ness of the PPS is then analysed against a range of threats. The results of the 
analyaia answers the quaetion, 'Is the physical protection systea adequate or 
inadequate?' If the PPS is found to be adequate, the design/analysis cycle ends. 
If the systea is found to be inadequate, it aust be redesigned. Weaknesses identi
fied by the analysis aust be iaproved. The design/analysis cycle is closed by 
analysis of the redesigned systea. The cycle is repeated until an adequately effec
tive design ia achieved. The credibility of the design of the PPS ia enhanced by 
the fact that total systea perfomanee is analysed. 
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Figure 13 introduces information which must be collected and organized in the 
design/analysis cycle. It also differentiates among three types of loop in the 
overall cycle. The design and analysis of a physical protection system for a nucle
ar facility involves six basic stepst 

1. Assess the threat, 
2. Characterize the facility, 
3. Define the objectives, 
4. Set parameters, 
). Develop or Modify system concepts, 
6. Analyze the design, and depending on the outcome, 

a) End the cycle if the system is sufficiently effective, or 
b) Loop to complete or improve the design. 

The first two steps (assess threat and characterize facility) gather and organize 
information) together with the third step (define objectives) they define the gen
eral design/analysis problem. 

in the fourth step (set parameters), the general problem is split into several 
specific problems whose parameters have values that cover the expected range. 
Targets are a physical protection parameter} all targets must be considered before 
the design/analysis process stops. 

The fifth step (develop or modify system concepts), solves one specific prob
lem at a time. An effective system can be achieved by iteration, at each step 
finding combinations of system elements to provide positive measures for all four 
functions of the.physical protection system. 

The sixth step (analyze the design), qualitatively analyzes whether the con
ceptual design consists of positive measures. This design/analysis method is itera
tive after the analysis step. The conceptual design may need modification before it 
is judged capable of achieving its objectives (return to step 5, system concepts). 
Parameter values must be changed until the conceptual design solves the whole prob
lem in an integrated manner (return to step 4, set parameters). It is possible that 
after many negative evaluations the objectives must be modified (return to step 3, 
define objectives). 

SisspUfyiHf, Dctlf • » m Attlyib 
The physical protection problem can be illustrated by logic trees. Logic tree 

PPS (Figure 14) has end event "Defeat Physical Protection System" generated by an OR 
gate. The adversary can defeat the physical protection system by defeating any of 
its four necessary functions: detection, delay, communication, or response. This 
tree is simply a logical statement of the physical protection problem as viewed by 
the adversary. The adversary "wins" if any one of the events is accomplished, and 
the physical protection system "wins" if it prevents the adversary from accomplish
ing all of the events. 
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Review of the intonation required about the adversary and the facility will 
convince the designer and analyst that they are dealing with a very complex problem. 
The zone concept provides a focal point for the design and analysis of an effective 
physical protection system and helps liait the problem to a siie that can be solved. 

The selection of the tone depends upon the site, the threat, threat tactics, 
and threat objectives. For an existing site, the doalnant criterion for initial 
selection of a zone may be to place the zone where most of the existing detection 
and delay eleaients, if any, are located. This maximizes use of existing elements 
and operations, but Bay not minimize the operational and financial Impact on the 
site. 

Significant analytic complexity is avoided by liaiting consideration to the 
physical protection system acting within the zone. In some cases, this simplifica
tion is sufficient to make the design and analysis problem solvable. If the physi
cal protection system is effective, the threat will be neutralized within the zone. 
Questions can be asked about any supplementary physical protection functions beyond 
the zonet detection before the zone is penetrated, delay beyond the zone, or 
response to intercept the attackers after they have departed from the zone. The 
protective force, for example, would certainly take advantage of detecting an adver
sary prior to zone penetration and would continue a battle, if necessary, beyond the 
zone, safeguards that act outside the zone are not part of the PPS and would unnec
essarily complicate the analysis. 

The role of the zone in a physical protection system is Introduced in logic 
trees PPS-DET (Figure 15) and PPS-DEL (Figure 16). The and event of logic tree 
PPS-DET (Figure 15), "Defeat PPS Detection Function," is generated by an AND gate 
and can be accomplished if the adversary defeats both the zone detection function 
(ZONE-DET) and detection functions other than those designed into the system 
(DIT-1). Since the adversary must do both for success, it is sufficient for the 
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physical protection system to prevent tht adversary from accomplishing ZONE-DET. 
The physical protection system ia designed to datact and halt attacks within the 
zone, so the analyais will evaluate event ZONE-DET. Event DET-1 refers to factors 
that are not part of the physical protection system design, so DET-1 will not be 
evaluated. Logic tree PPS-DEL (Figure 16) similarly develops the delay function. 

Timely communication and response that can intercept and neutralize the adver
saries within the zone must also be designed into the system. For example, the re
sponse force must carry out its initial interception within the zone since that is 
where positive measures exist to track and delay the adversary. 

Development of the zone detection function is given in logic tree ZONE-DET 
(Figure 17). The adversary may attempt to defeat detection while using force 
(DET-FORCE), Stealth (DET-STEALTH), or deceit tactics (DET-DECEIT). 

Event DET-FORCE is bounded by event DET-STEALTH. This assumes that any attack 
using force tactics will be detected at least as easily as if the adversary had been 
using stealth (or deceit) tactics. As long as this assumption is true, the analyst 
can place a lower bound on the effectiveness of detection by examining only generic 
logic trees for stealth and deceit tactics. The development of DET-STEALTH and 
DET-DECEIT is found on these logic trees. Similarly, the detection function of a 
physical protection system csn be designed with the aid of only the generic logic 
trees for stealth and deceit. 

A similar development of the zone delay function is given in logic tree 
ZONE-DEL (Figure. IS). The adversary.may attempt to defeat the zone delay by the use 
of force (DEL-FORCE), stealth (DEL-STEALTH), or deceit tactics (DEL-DECEIT). Delay 
events are all conditioned upon previous detection of the adversary. Stealth and 
deceit events assume that the delay associated with these tactics will be at least 
as long as the delay associated with force tactics, nils assumption is generally 
valid when adversary detection has previously occurred and when the PPS has design 
features such as adversary tracking while in the zone. If this assumption is valid, 
the stealth and deceit generic logic trees need not be used when evaluating the 
system delay function. 

DESIGN / ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 
This design/analysis technique is qualitative and uses generic logic trees. 

Instructions for performing the six parts of physical protection design/analysis 
follow (see also Figure 13). 

Begin by defining the general problem. This requires collection of informa
tion about the spectrum of potential adversaries (step 1), about the site, (step 2), 
and about the system objectives (step 3). Based on the objectives and the design of 
the physical protection system, identify the areas of the site where the system and 
the adversaries may interact. Then select the logic trees needed to trace the 
interactions between system and adversary. 
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Fourth, select a specific problem for the design/analysia cycle. Threat and 
facility characteristics Hay be fixed as parameters by the analyst or designer. It 
simplifies the immediate problem but requires analysis and design to be completed 
over several iterations, changing the parameters to cover their expected range. Pa
rameters may be associated with the threat, its plan of attack, and the facility. 
For example, see Tables 4, "Some Adversary Characteristics," and S, "Some Important 
Facility Characteristics." In particular, one generic adversary must be selected 
from the spectrum of potential adversaries. Next choose the tone and logic trees 
most appropriate to the selected adversary's attack. It is not easy to design a 
system that is practical, economical, and affective against a well-trained, well-
equipped threat consisting of several individuals. A suggested practice is to begin 
the analysis with an adversary rated near the weak end of the threat spectrum. This 
type of analysis has relatively few complications and can be done quickly. If this 
analysis shows that the initial design fails to offer satisfactory performance, re
latively little effort has been used to establish that there is a need for improve
ment. Analysis of a redesigned system can reasonably begin with the least severe 



threat tb*t caused failure of the previous design. If the systesi is effective 
•gainst « weak threat, the second analysis csn use a threat froa the strong end of 
the spec trust, tf the design also passes this test, little effort has been used to 
test extreaes of the threat spectrue. If the design fails the test of a strong 
threat, try a threat fro* the middle of the spectrusu A search strategy such as 
this can avoid a lengthy series of analyses where severity of threat is increased or 
decreased steadily by small amounts to cover the full spectrum. 

Fifth, either accept a given design of a physical protection systea for analy
sis, or stake a conceptual design using logic trees. Based on threat aasessaent, fa
cility characterization, and definition of objectives, and constrained by parameter 
settings, a designer can develop or Modify physical protection systesi concepts. 
Eleaents that per to re the required functions of the system- nay be assigned to chosen 
locations at the facility. Several options aay be developed. The choice of which 
option to implement will be Bade after all options have been analysed. There are 
three design activities to perform 

1. Provide all of the necessary physical protection functions to prevent the 
adversary's success. 

2. Consider a variety of physical protection eleaents to oppose the adversary 
at each task, include all existing features of the facility that eight be 
useful for physical protection. 

3. Select the eleaents to include in e physical protection systea on the 
bases of cost-effectiveness and avoiding excessive redundancy. Recognise 
when one eleaent csn thwart several tasks and also when the logic of the 
tree permits an adversary to be thwarted without requiring an eleaent to 
thwart the successful completion of- every task. 

Sixth, perform the qualitativa analysis using logic trees. There are three 
questions to ask: 

1. Does the physical protection systea include ail of the necessary func
tions? If not, naae the aissing functions. 

2. DO the functions operate against all attacks that the selected threat can 
mount? If not, identify which functions are weak and the attacks by which 
they might fail. 

3. Do the physical protection eleaents have positive measures? If not, list 
the deficiencies. If better eleaents are known, list thsa. 

If the answers to these questions are all "yes," return to the fourth step (set 
parameters); otherwise design modification or a change of systea objectives is 
required. 

To select another specific problem by aaking a new setting of parameters for 
design/analysis requires, for the saae adversary, 

1. Selection of another tactic, a different tiae, or different environmental 
conditions for the attack, or 

2. selection of a different operational state of the facility; 
or it requires selection of another adversary. 



The design/analysis cycle Is cotpUtt when the design of ths physical protec
tion systsa is shorn to b* potentially adequate after hiving been analysed against 
the most severe attack which can be mounted by adversaries within the aaauned spec
trin. If the design tails, the analyst has the option of returning the design to 
step 5 for improvement, with only thoss weaknesses identified which were involved in 
the failure, or else analysing further cases to find other possible weaknesses that 
were not tested by the case that first caused system failure. The latter procedure 
should sake redesign sure sfficisnt. If operational impact, economics, or some 
other constraint precludes s design that is found to be potentially effective 
against the full threat spectrum, return to step 3 and reduce the spectrum or other 
systes objectives and try again. 

THREAT ASSESSMENT 
To snalyxe or formulate physical protection concepts, a threat spectrum must 

be assumed, deduced, or otherwise established. To sake an informed choice among 
physical protection concepts, ths relative effectiveness of each concept needs to be 
evaluated using this three! spectrum, some sdversary characteristics are summarized 
in Table 4 and discussed below. 

Table 4 
Some Adversary Characteristics 

1. Carrying capacity for tools and weapons, 
2. Facility access (outsiders with no suthorised access, 

employees or visitors with sccess, or 
outsiders in collusion with employees), 

3. Knowledge of fscility (layout, 
operations, and 
physical protection system), 

4. Motivation, 
5. number of adversaries, 
«. Skills (military and technical), 
7. Special equipment (self-contained breathing apparatua, etc.), 
(. Speed of performing tasks, 
9. Tactics (deceit, 

force, 
stealth, or 
any combination of these), 

10. Tools (cutting torch, 
eaplosives, 
ladder, 
lock pick, 
wire cutters, etc.), 

11. Transportation (aircraft, Boat, foot, 
ground vehicle, or 
a combination of these), and 

12. weapons (automatic rifle, club, 
hand gun, shotgun, a t e ) . 
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Information must be collected to answer three questions about the adversary: 
1. Mho is the adversary? 
2. What are the adversary's capabilities? 
3. What are the variables of the adversary's plan of attack? 

Adversaries can be separated into three classes: {1) outsiders, (2) insiders, 
and (3) outsiders in collusion with insiders. For each class of adversary, the full 
range of tactics (deceit, force, stealth, or any combination of these) should be 
analyzed. 

Important capabilities of the adversary include such items as his knowledge of 
the physical protection system, level of motivation, skills that would be useful in 
the attack, speed with which the actions that make up the attack are carried out, 
and capacity to carry tools and weapons. Since it is not generally possible to test 
and evaluate the capabilities of a known adversary, the analyst must make assump
tions. These assumptions can be based on published information about human perfor
mance and tested vulnerability of physical protection elements. 

Knowledge of the system can be gained in many ways. Fences, lights, some sen
sors and assessment devices, guard posts, and patrol schedules are among ••.he things 
that can be directly observed from outside a protected site. Visitors may be able 
to observe some indoor syst«ra elements such MM door switches, space alarms, and per
haps a security control center. Insiders would be able to gather extensive informa
tion over an extended period of time* They may obtain system plans; they may be 
part of the system. Obtaining extensive knowledge of the system through the collu
sion of insiders' is a major benefit to outsiders. Even without deliberate, con
scious collusion, the outsider may gain much information from conversation with 
insiders, information may be available in public documents. Finally, an adversary 
can benefit from general knowledge of commercial security practices and hardware. 
The analyst should be cautious in assuming that any aspect of the physical protec
tion system would not be known to an adversary. 

The level of the adversary's motivation seems likely to be high. An attack on 
a nuclear facility is an unconventional act associated with gre_* hazards. It seems 
plausible that an unusually strong motivation would be required to initiate the at
tack. To the extent that deterrence to initiating an attack is high, once an attack 
has begun, it will be difficult to discourage the adversary from continuing. 

The skills useful in the attack can be determined from the analyst's knowledge 
of the properties of the protection elements. Lacking actual adversaries to exam
ine, it is impossible to catalog their skills. Inferences about the likely size of 
an attack force may be made by the analyst from a list of special skills that are 
not likely to be possessed by a single individual. 

The speed with which any step in an attack is carried out will vary. For ex
ample, where several tests of the same activity have been performed, such as climb
ing over a particular type of fence, the results are a minimum time, a maximum time, 
and *n average time. When these data are available, the analyst needs a rationale 



for the selection of a particular tlae within the range. In an adveraary group not 
rated lor top performance and essentially untrained, apeed would vary from 
ooa individual to anotkar and froa on* task to another. Tht simplest aeeumption 
would assign average apaad for all taaka. If tha group of adverearica ia assumed to 
consist of individuals selected for high potential parfomanca and if they are 
well-trained, tha analyat say assign maximum apaad for all taaka. 

The capacity to carry toola and wessons should b« estimated. For example, the 
analyat aay aasoae that an advaraary on foot can carry an Is-kg (40-pound) load in a 
hiker'a backpack. For a particular attack, the analyat can keep track of the neces-
aary tool? and weepons. If tha accumulated weight or volume is not portable, the 
carrying capacity of additional advcraarlaa or vehiclea ia required. 

The toola uaed by an attacker aay include lock picke, laddera, cutting 
torchea, wire cuttera, explosives, and aany others. Tools aay be required to pene
trate barriera, to diaable detection eleaente, to jaa coaaunicationa, or to coaait 
sabotage. Weapons, if they are used, range froa tha very aiaple to the very power
ful, A club, a handgun, an autoaatic rifle, a shotgun, etc., can be used to combat 
the response of a phyaical protection systaa. These tools can alao be used to 
disable equipment such as lights or caaeraa. 

Variables of tht adversary's plan of attack include both choices within his 
range of capability and within the range of facility characteristics Choices can 
be made for the attack aaong such capabilities and characteristics aa environment 
x:id weather, the aode and epaed of travel, the nuaber of adveraaries and their roles 
and capabilities', the operational state of tha facility, the path taken to reach the 
target(a), the tiae of day, the tools and weapone carried, and the tactic chosen for 
each attack task. 

Invironaent and weather can be used by the adveraary to .his advantage, wild
life, if able to more through sensor fields, aay cauae alarms, if theae nuisance 
alaras occur frequently and - : difficult to assess, security personnel asy becoae 
insensitive, asking detection of an adveraary leas likely. Heather aay provide an 
adversary with aany opportunities. Heavy rain, snow, fog, or dust csn obscure an 
adveraary froa obaervation by assessment eleaenta. Thunder can aaak the noise of an 
explosion, violent storas asy csuse a loss of coaaercial power. 

Node of travel aay be by foot, boat, ground vehicle, aircraft, or a combina
tion of theae. speed of travel aay be significant after detection of the attack, 
when a response force is soring sa quickly as possible to intercept the attackers. 

Nuaber of adveraaries ia a variable that could allow for a diversionary attack 
or apecialised tasks such sa explosive demolition, disablement of electronic equip
ment, a driver, a battle apecialiat, etc. A saall nuaber of attackers aay be pre
ferable where stealth or deceit are the principal tactics used and avoidance of 
dafiction is important. 



Operational states of the facility include the work shifts, the nueber of 
operational employees and guards working each shift, and tha locations in a facility 
where these individuals are situated. Emergency states such as a firs, crieicality, 
a radiation leak, or another abnormal condition amy be used to advantage by the ad
versary and, in fact, the adversary say even cause an emergency*" 

Several paths to tha targets of the attack aay exist. The adversary would 
choose the path which he perceives as being the stoat advantageous to hi*. Time of 
day aiay also be an important factor* For example, darkness provides cover for 
attackera, detection systems may not be operated in some locations at all times, and 
rush hour traffic stay degrade response. 

FACILITY CHAJUCTOUZATION 

Information must be collected about the site as well as about the adversary. 
To characterise a facility the analyst must acquire and organize the information 
needed to perform theft and sabotage target analyses, and to identify other physical 
protection concerns. The adversary needs to know where to find his targets, how to 
reach them, what kinds of impediments he must overcome along the way, and what 
characteristics can be used to his advantage. These are summarised in Table 5. The 
analyst Bust know the same information to evaluate the effectiveness of the physical 
protection system as it interacts with the adversary. 

Table 5 
Some important Facility Characteristics 

1. Building plans. 
2. Climate, 
3. Construction types. 
«. enviroiHMnt, 
5. Operational atatea. 
t. Paths, 
7. Physical protection systaa 
8. Sit* layout, 
». Targets, 
10. Terrain. 

DEFINITION OF OBJECTIVES 
Tti. objectives of a physical protection system srast be defined prior to devel

opment and evaluation of meaningful design concepts. The objectives should relate 
to 

1. Purpose, 
2. Performance, 
3. Costa, and 
4. lapset on other facility ayateas. 

the objectives aay be specified, in part, asternal to the design effort. 



Purpose 
The principal objective of a physical protection system describes its purpose. 

Generically, the purpose is to protect nuclear materials from theft or sabotage. 
Already identified are four essential functions of physical protection (detection, 
delay, comnumication, and response) and the defense zone where adversary and physi
cal protection system interact. Analyst and designer must transform the objective 
of target protection into one or more choices of boundaries for a defense zone: 
initial boundary where the adversary is first to be detected and final boundary 
where his attack is to be terminated. This task is performed before the generic 
physical protection logic trees are examined, using information gathered and organ
ized during threat assessment and facility characterization. 

The remaining objectives are more specific to a particular facility. They can 
be used to guide the selection or evaluation of physical protection elements as the 
logic trees are examined, event by event. 

Pertonwwee Objective* 
Performance objectives deal with two situations. First, the physical protec

tion system must be highly likely to succeed over a specified range of such attack 
parameters as threat spectrum, time, weather, target*s), mode(a! of attack, etc. 
Second, the physical protection system must have predictable performance as attacks 
increase in severity beyond the specified range of attack parameters. These perfor
mance objectives are 

1. Protection in depth, 
2. System-integration, 
3. Predictable system performance, and. 
4. Minimize the impact of the failure of any one subsystem. 

To achieve these performance objectives is to provide positive measures in the 
physical protection system. 

"Protection in depth" implies that the performance of a physical protection 
system should not depend upon only one "line of defense*. It refers both to redun
dant implementation of a function at a given location and to backing up the function 
at one or more other locations, if the backups are implemented with different 
technologies, the adversary must have additional knowledge, skills, and tools to 
defeat the system. If a single barrier cannot sufficiently delay the adversary, 
"protection in depth" night do so by placing enough barriers in sequence along his 
path to aggregate the necessary delay. If a single type of sensor cannot be de
pended upon to respond to an intruding adversary regardless of his method of intru
sion, more than one type might be used at a given location. The types preferably 
would have complementary capabilities. Furthermore, intrusion across a fenced 
boundary may call for different sensors differently placed than intrusion by tun
nelling, or from the air, or by an insider. 

System integration is an objective which should enhance system performance. 
The essential functions must not merely be included in the system but they must also 
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work together to achieve the desired result. For example, detection of the adver-
•ary raquiraa that ha ba sensed and that his intrusion ba properly asaasaad. The 
adversary must remain in the vicinity of the sensor long enough after it is acti
vated so that assessment can occur. This requires integration of delay with detec
tion* Furthermore, the barrier which implements delay ahould not provide cover for 
the adveraary that could thwart effective assessment. 

Predictable syste*. performance implies that the assurance of successful pro
tection must not decrease abruptly if the severity of the attack increases slightly. 
An increase in the severity of the attack might involve use of more powerful and 
efficient tools, a faster mode of travel, weapons that are more effective, or a 
greater number of adversaries. The notion of a slight increase in severity is 
quantitative, not qualitative in nature. For example, if the adversary can choose 
among three categories of tools—hand tools, power tools, and explosives—switching 
from power tools to explosives cannot be seen as a small increase in severity merely 
because it is the next ir.ore severe category of tools. The analyst must be aware of 
how much more energy can be applied to the adversary's tasks by the change of tools 
and judge the increase in severity by that difference. Predictability of system 
performance recognizes that system performance will probably degrade somewhat as 
severity of attack increases} the degradation may even be nonlinear, but the system 
may not fail utterly to perform its functions if it is placed under a slightly 
greater stress by the attack. 

To minimize the impact of the failure of any one subsystem, contingency plans 
and redundancy in the designed system are necessary. Furthermore, no function may 
fail even if one' element fails. It is unlikely that a complex system will ever be 
implemented which does not experience subsystem failure. Causes of subsystem fail
ure in a physical protection system are numerous and can range from environmental 
factors (which may be expected) to adversary action outside of the threat spectrum 
used in the system design (not expected). While knowledge of the cause of a aubsys-
tem failure is important in an attempt to restore the system to normal operation, it 
is more important for contingency plans to be provided. These contingency plans 
will minimise the effects of subsystem failure so that the system continues to oper
ate effectively. Contingency plans may be carried out automatically, e.g., when one 
piece of equipment fails, redundant equipment automatically begins to perform the 
function previously performed by the disabled equipment. However, certain subsystem 
failures may require aid from sources external to the facility in order to minimize 
the impact of the failure. 

Cost OfcJectiTM 
Cost objectives may be imposed upon a design project. However, they might not 

be explicit, in which case interest is focused on cost-effectiveness evaluation of 
alternative designs that meet performance goals. In either case, it is necessary to 
estimate the cost of each effective system design. While the cost-effectiveness 
evaluation cannot occur until the design is complete and is not within the scope of 
this report, cost estimates can be prepared as a design proceeds. The analyst must 
estimate all system costsr 



1. Frocureaent, 
a. Installation, 
3. Operation, 
*. Maintenance. 

Iavact Objectives 
The last objactiva is to limit to an accaptabla leval the iapact of the physi

cal protection systea on other facility system. The several facility systeas that 
may be iapacted are 

1. Material accountability, 
2. Material control, and 
3. Operations. 

The iapact of physical protection on aatarial accountability aay be neutral or 
soaewhat favorable. The'two systems do not interfere, and there are scenarios for 
which a phyaical protection systea can provide tiaely detection of theft but materi
al accountability cannot (for exaaple, a theft of a large quantity off-shift when 
material accountability Is not operating). However, aaterial accountability systems 
should detect repeated diversion of aaounts of nuclear aaterial too saall to be 
detected by physical protection systeas. 

The iapact of physical protection on aaterial control aay be neutral or re
quire stricter aaterial control. Material control is understood to be the systea 
which authorises, regulates, and aonitors the aoveaent of nuclear aaterial. Wher
ever the physical protection systea Intercepts a aoveaent of nuclear aaterial, the 
propriety of that aoveaent in accordance with aaterial control aust be satisfactori
ly deaonstrated. Material control aust be sufficiently strict to ensure that it 
will be very difficult to deceive the physical protection systea. 

Aaong several kinds of iapact on operations that aay occur are changes in 
1. Morale, 
2. Production costs, and 
3. Safety. 

Jul acceptable level of iapact on operations should be ainiaal, since the 
effects of implementing physical protection can be adverse. Par haps aorale could be 
favorably iapacted if the benefits to society froa enhancing the security of nuclear 
aaterials sre explained} this Bust offset s tendency to resent an iaplied distrust 
of facility employees. 

Physical protection is sn overhead itea, so it inherently adds to the cost of 
the fscility's product. Zxemplaa are tiae consuming, non-productive physical pro
tection aeasures such as access control and searches for contraband. Bconoaic 
forces will drive systea design to achieve a mandatory level of physical protection 
as inexpensively as possible. 
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Safety can conflict with physical protection, as when a real fire or release 
of radioactivity requires prompt evacuation of a building, but a hoax fire or radio
activity a lam could be used by an adversary to cover his escape with stolen nuclear 
Material. Mandatory safety regulations cannot be arbitrarily overridden by a physi
cal protection ays ten. Instead, the physical protection system must conform to 
safety regulations, though this might not preclude changes of traditional safety 
procedures for others that are equally effective but more nearly compatible with 
physical protection. 

DEFINE THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
The general problem is defined by establishing the threat spectrum, site 

attributes, and system objectives. 

Threat spectrum must be assigned an upper bound for the purpose of the design, 
whether the bound is derived from threat analysis or is arbitrarily assumed for lack 
of predictive information. 

Site attributes contribute to defining a general design/analysis problem by 
establishing the physical context in which the physical protection system must 
function* 

System objectives are needed input for application of the zone concept. Where 
should first detection of a particular type of threat occur? How far toward the 
adversary's target or escape should the threat be allowed to proceed? Insiders and 
outsiders, theft and sabotage all require consideration. 

Prom the system objectives, derive the corresponding defense zones. "Bounda
ries" are definitive characteristics of zones. The two boundaries, "initial" (first 
detection) and "final" (termination of attack) must be selected for system objec
tives to be changed into a useful zone concept. 

SELECT A SPECIFIC PROBLEM 
To select a specific problem, select one zone to study from all the zones that 

might be established. In general, several logic trees are required to detail the 
interactions between the adversary and the physical protection system within one 
zone. The set of logic trees relevant to a zone can be classified by action (pene
trate a boundary, cross an area, enter a building, acquire special nuclear materi
als, or cause a release) and by tactics (deceit, force, or stealth). 

There is a relationship between particular tactics and particular functions. 
Delay is examined on the force logic trees. Detection is examined on the stealth 
and/or deceit logic trees. Communication and response are related to the event 
"Defeat Reinforcements" on any logic tree. 

Narrow the problem further by selecting one logic tree to study from among all 
the trees relevant to one zone. Each logic tree is comprised of many events* 



Narrow the problem still further by examining on* event In the tree. 

DEVELOP OR MODIFY PPS CONCEPTS 
Hake a list of any physical protection elements which sight block an adversary 

from accomplishing the event. The design should proceed to another event and poten
tially effective physical protection elements should be listed for the event. This 
process is continued until all pristary events of the logic tree have been consid
ered. 

The designer makes a selection o£ these listed physical protection elements 
that can be expected to be positive Measures, preventing the adversary from accom
plishing the event. The designer hopes to achieve a cost-effective system not 
merely by choosing economical elements from the list for each event but also by 
taking advantage of redundancy among the lists of elements for all events of the 
logic tree and taking advantage of the logic of the tree. The adversary can be 
prevented from accomplishing any event that is the output of an AND gate by prevent
ing him from accomplishing any one event that is an input to the AND gate. Thus a 
designer can choose among all the element lists associated with inputs to an AND 
gate for a few that are most cost-effective. More than one element should be chosen 
to provide a truly positive measure having defense-in-depth and reliability. The 
attack scenario influences the decision about which eleaents constitute a positive 
measure. 

ANALYZE 
Using the logic trees to evaluate a system is a logically simple procedure. 

The difficult task for the analyst is deciding whether the design of the physical 
protection system has positive measures that can prevent an adversary from accom
plishing a particular event. Raking that decision is beyond the scope of this 
report. The logical evaluation is presented. 

Every event in the generic logic trees describes an action which an adversary 
must perform to achieve the end event of the tree. Qualitatively evaluate each pri
mary event in the tres. The important question is, 'Can the adversary accomplish 
the event?* The remaining analysis is don* quickly and follows simple rules. Exam
ine all events that input to a gate. If the gat* is an OX gate, th* adversary need 
only accomplish ons of the input events to accomplish the event generated by the OR 
gat*. If the gate is an AMD gate, the adversary must accomplish every input event 
to accomplish the event generated by th* AND gate. To keep track of the adversary's 
accomplishments and failure*) mark each event which cannot be accomplished. For ex
ample, place an "X" or a "HO" adjacent to each unparformable event, when all events 
at the bottom level of the tree have been evaluated/ all the necessary information 
has been generated to apply th* logical rules to the gates at th* nut higher level 
of the tree. Complete on* level before moving up to a higher level, continue until 
the gate which generates the end event has been evaluated. The process is illu
strated in figure 23 for th* logic tree STEALTH-BOUNDARY. 

«1 



The result is a qualitative evaluation that tin adversary can defeat tha 
boundary by ataalth. Thia la indicated by tha progression of *yaa" conclusions up 
to the end event S - M W D U I . 

If. aftar analyala, tha systea la avaluatad aa not adequately effective be
cause scan seaauraa are fcjnd not to be poeltlve, additional physical protection 
eleaenta muat be placed on the Hate and a new deaign selection swat be Made to 
constitute a positive aeasure. Then evaluate the deaign again. 

Mhen the poaitive nature of the measures and the effectiveness of the systea 
for one logic tree are confined, the deaign must proceed to another tree by way of 
selecting another function. The analysis Bust proceed through each set of generic 
logic traea needed to describe the interaction in tbe zone between the adveraary and 
tha physioal protection systea until tbe adveraary ia thwarted for all tactica. 
Than choose another specific problem choose another adversary from tba threat 
•pactrum {look at a different nuaber of outsidara, or look at outaidera differently 
armed or equipped, etc.). After the threat apectrua haa been wall aaapled, chooaa 
another sone. Xf the adversary is not stopped, the design of tbe physical protec
tion ayataa ia not adequate. Tbe only resort is to question the perforaance goals 
froa-which the xonas were initially derived.' Converaely, if the adversary's attack 
ia baited within the sone, the design of tha physical protection ayataa ia adequate 
(although not neceeearily optiaal). 

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE EXAMPLES 

Dtfaes the CfWll FtoMii 
Ho asaaplea are given of defining the general problaa becauaa the acope of 

thia activity ia too large to be deaonatrated in a few words. 

Sslvtt a Saadlle Adversary 
To deaonatrate the second part of tha analysis technique, a particular adver

aary is selected froa tha threat apectrua. Zn thia inatance, the choice haa been 
aade arbitrarily to aake the exaaple aiaple. Let the adveraary be a aingle outaider 
whose goal ia aabotage of a nuclear power reactor that would ceuaa an unacceptable 
release of nuclear aaterial beyond the aite boundary. Assuae that the adveraary 
will uae stealth tactics in his attack. Also assuaa that ha ia well-trained in 
aethods of defeating conventional industrial security systeas and ia coapetent in 
the uae of eiploaives to sabotage equipment. 

Stsstl a OaarhV Z — a 
Given tha site depicted in Figure 19, asauae that the tone is a boundary 

region closely confined to the aite pariaater, aa depicted in Figure 20. The perim
eter ia aarkad by a aingle fence and one portal location at which there are aeparata 
features for vehicle and pedestrian accaaa to and froa the aite. The objective of 
this sons is to prevent any adversary froa penetrating tha fence or portal. in 
other words, tbe adversary is not to be allowed to enter the power reactor site. 



Select a Saeettc Logic Tree 
For the zone selected, only logio trees for penetration of a boundary need to 

be analyzed. Three generic logic treea ara applicable for th« thin, aingly fenced 
zone: DBCEIT-BOOBDAM, rORCE-BOONDAxY, and STEALTH-BOUNDARY. All three treea 
should be analyzed became an adversary 1» free to uae whichever tactic seeas to him 
•oat advantageous. As a ainiaua, the atealth and deceit treea would be used to 
evaluate the detection function, and the force tree would be used to evaluate the 
delay function. Only the evaluation of detection against stealth tactics is pre
sented to illustrate the aetbod. Figure 21 is the siaplified generic logic tree 
STEALTH-BOUNDARY, which describes how the adversary slight penetrate the boundary {in 
this example, the zone) by stealth. S-BOUNDARY is the saae event as DET-STEALTH in 
Figure 17. 

Figure 19. An Hypothetical Power Reactor Site 

Figure 20. Example of a zone 

Flttiaf a Gtaeric Leflc Tree to a PartfcaJar Facility 
The design of a physical protection system for a particular facility will not, 

in general, have all the elements iaplied by the generic logic trees. Before the 
facility can be analysed, the tree Bust be sod if led to accurately describe the 
facility and its physical protection systea. Using Figure 21, assume that the 
physical protection systea design being analysed .includes only one fence. Keep 
event 83-1 (outer fence) but delete (cross off) events 83-4 (inner fence) and S3-2 
(sres between fences). Assuas that no provision has been aade in the design to 
delay underground or air attacks and that the single fence is the only barrier in 
the design. Delete S3-3 (other barriers). The result is that AND gate 52-2 has 
only two inputs, 83-1 (outer fence) and 8X3-9 (defeat or bypass sensors). Since the 
initial boundary of a sons ia the concern in this esse, previous detection is not 
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assumed. Also* delete Sl-1 (avoid or confront reinforcements!. Figure 22 i s the 
modified STEALTH-BOUNDAR* logic t r e e . Modify similarly each logic t ree needed to 
analyze the zone. 

Describing or Designing (be System 
Before a logic tre * can be analyzed to see if a physical protection system 

can prevent an adversary from accomplishing the end event, it is necessary to note 
the elements on the logic tree adjacent to each event which they might prevent. 
Figure 22 shows an example of detection elements that could act at the singly fenced 
boundary of the power reactor site, Hie selection, mixing manpower and relatively 
simple technology, is representative of basic industrial security. The single fence 
is described only as "chain link" <S3-1). At the portal (S2-1), it is assumed that 
guards must activate a turnstile for access by pedestrians. Access by vehicles has 
tieen omitted in this example, The fence along the perimeter of the site is pa
trolled by guards (S2-3) approximately every 30 minutes. If guards see an intru
sion, tfcey can report it by radio (walkie-talkie, S2-4). Site personnel are trained 
to report suspicious activity and alarm boxes are provided for signalling (Sl-3). 
tinally, no sensing hardware is installed along the fence (SX3-5). 

It is possible for this procedure to be used either by an analyst* associating 
actual or planned physical protection elements with a logic tree, or by a designer, 
speculating about what elements could prevent an adversary from accomplishing events, 
In a design process, the association of physical protection elements and events pro
duces lists of possible parts of a physical protection system. The designer might 
then choose which elements are most cost-effective to define the system. 

Evaluating a System 
For the physical protection elements given as an example in figure 22, level 3 

{the bottom level of the tree) is where evaluation begins. The results of evalua
tion are shown in Figure 23. Arbitrarily, the primary events will be evaluated from 
left to right, so event S3-1 is examined first. 

S3-1: Defeat (outer) fence — over, under, or through. Recall that this 
example has only one fence, so •"outer" fence is an irrelevant description. Examina
tion of the Barrier Technology Handbook <SAHB?7-9???, see Tables 3.6-1, 3.6-II, and 
3.6-III therein) will show that a chain link fence, no matter how elaborated with 
barbed wire or tape, can be penetrated by going through it with aids as simple as 
gloves, boltcutters, wirecutters, or some combination of these, in approximately a 
half minute or less. The fence can be penetrated in less than a half minute by go
ing under it with the aid of one or two additional adversaries using gloves or one 
or two long {3-metre) pieces of pipe. The fence can be penetrated in less than a 
half minute by going over it with the aid of gloves, hooks, carpet, or some combina
tion of these. An adversary can accomplish event S3-1 quickly and with only a minor 
burden of tools. 

SX3-5t Defeat or bypass detection system. There is no sensing hardware along 
the fence in the example, so the event is trivial, and any adversary can "accost-
pi ish" it. 
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An adversary can accomplish both S3-1 and SX3-5, so ha can accomplish S2-2 
which is generated fro* than by an AND gate. 

Next the analyst evaluates the primary events at level 2 of the logic tree. 

S2-1: Defeat personnel entrance — gate* portal, or building — undetected. 
This event is evaluated to demonstrate the technique, but the analyst should be 
aware that the previous evaluation of S2-2 has made it unnecessary. Since S2-1 and 
S2-2 are inputs of an OR gate that generates event Sl-2, and because analysis has 
already shown that an adversary can easily accomplish S2-2, it follows that the 
adversary can easily accomplish Sl-2 whether or not he can accomplish S2-1. 

An adversary using stealth tactics to penetrate a gate or portal intends not 
to be detected. The adversary will try to stay out of range of any sensing elements 
or to tamper with them ao no alarm is generated as he penetrates the gate or portal. 
In this example, guards at the single entrance must activate a turnstile to allow 
entrance or exit. The adversary's problem is to pass the turnstile without being 
detected by a guard. Assume that the guards can have the turnstile continuously un
der visual and aural observation* and assume that the adversary must either mechani
cally alter the turnstile or climb over it. Mechanical alteration of the turnstile 
would involve partially dismantling it* probably with the aid of power tools. If 
seen or heard* either action would be sel[-evidently improper. Though supporting 
data is lacking* it seems that guards would be effective detectors in the situation 
visualized in this example. Thus* the adversary probably could not accomplish event 
S2-1, {i.e.* could not get past the turnstile by stealth, undetected). 

S2-3: Avoid detection by guards — patrol, stationary, etc. Zn this example, 
a patrol of one guard completes a circuit of the single fence approximately every 30 
minutes. The analyst should make use of the information gathered for evaluation of 
S3-1, penetration of the single fence. Ho matter how the adversary chooses to get 
across the fence, he can do it in a half minute or less* sy inspection of Figure 
l i t it appears that the adversary can be out of sight of the patrol guard for ap
proximately 15 minutes* assuming that the fence crossing is made where the fence is 
nearest the reactor building and on the side opposite the entrance gate or portal. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that the adversary can approach the fence, use a 
half minute for the crossing, and reach cover among the reactor structures before 
the patrol guard can see the area where the crossing was made* The adversary can 
accomplish 52-3. 

52-4: Disable guards without alarm sounded. The guards have walkie-talkie 
radios for communication of alarms. There are guards stationed at the gate or 
portal and there is on* guard on patrol. An alert adversary should be able to avoid 
the patrol guard as described for event S2-3. An intelligent adversary should ba 
able to avoid the gate guards merely by keeping cover between himself and them. If 
the adversary accidentally confronts a guard, no matter who is more surprised* it 
seems that the guard can sound some sort of warning over his radio. Thus the adver
sary cannot accomplish S2-4. 



An adversary can accoaplilh 12-3 but not 52-4. Thau two events generate 
event 51-4 through an Oil fata. Thus fl-4 can b* accomplished basauaa S2-3 can be 
accoapliahed, regardlees of whether 12-4 can ba accomplished. 

Next evaluate the priaary eventa at level 1 of the logic tree. 

Sl-3: Avoid or confront area personnel undetected. Area personnel are work
ers who have operational or administrative duties as opposed to security duties. 
They are trained, however, to look for passible intruders and to report possible 
intrusions by using one of the alara boxes placed near the fence {and throughout the 
nuclear facility). Aseuaing thst the adveraary can choose a place and tine for 
crossing the fence that r/ill not inevitably bring hia into close contact with area 
personnel, and allowing the adversary ties to hide until any personnel who eight 
cone near have departed, it seeas plausible that detection by area personnel can be 
avoided, If an accidentel confrontation occurs, the eaployee has a relatively 
aodest chance of being near enough to an alara box to sound an alara unlees he 
overpowers or escspes froa the adversary. An adveraary aight, under particular 
circumstances, be detected. But an alert, intelligent adversary seeas able uaually 
to accomplish Sl-3 by avoiding area personnel. The analyst aay annotate this event 
with "KAY1E- or "YES?* aa a reminder of the relatively large element of chance in 
the outcome of the event, but the enalyais will treat the event as if it were siaply 
annotated with "it*." In other words, the burden of proof of effectiveness lies 
with the physical protect ion system. 

Since Sl-3 was the only primary event on level 1 of the logic tree, the ana-
lyat now evaluates the end event C-aoUMUUtt, Eventa sl-2, 81-3, and Sl-4 all can be 
accompliahed by the adversary, and this satiafies the requirement iaoosed by the AND 
gate for the accomplishment of I-*OuejDA*T. m this example, the logic of the tree 
acting on the evaluations of the primary events leads to the conclusion thst the 
adversary can defeat the protected boundary by stealth undetected by the physical 
protection system. 

It is necessary to similarly analyse romci-sOuHDAliy and DECCIT-BOUNDARX since 
the adversary has the option of using any tactic. Only if all adversary tactics 
fail has the physical protection system succeeded. 

it 
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ABRIDGED GENERIC PHYSICAL PROTECTION 

"AREA" GENERIC LOGIC TREES 

There are three generic logic trees; one each for crossing the area by 
stealth, force, and deceit tactics. The primary events of each tree can be divided 
into two groups: (1) how the adversary gets across the area and (2) how the adver
sary remains undetected {stealth and deceit trees) or overcomes any opposition that 
he encounters while he traverses the area. 

Physically, the terrain to be crossed is a distributed barrier whose param
eters include, at least, its extent (length of path to be travelled) and the diffi
culty of travel (rate of travel along the path}. Thus, the primary event for tra
versing the area relates to the distributed barrier that must be overcome. 

One question to ask in a qualitative evaluation of the logic tree is, "Can 
the adversary overcome the barrier(s) to crossing the area?" The specific terrain 
is important, but terrain suitable for efficient site operations will require only 
ordinary skills and equipment of the adversary. For the stealth and deceit trees a 
second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can avoid, disable, or deceive 
the detection elements without an alarn being generated?" For the force tree a 
second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can overcome any opposition 
that he encounters?" 

If a quantitative evaluation is needed, one question is, "How much time will 
the adversary need to overcome the distributed barrier?" This time, the delay 
provided by the barrier is a function of the length of the path travelled and the 
speed with which the terrain can be travelled using the means assumed for the adver
sary. The other quantitative question is, "What is the probability that the adver
sary will be detected as he traverses the area?" 

STEALTH-AREA 

Figure A-l shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, STEALTH-AREA, 
There are 6 primary events (Sl-lr Sl-3, Sl-4, SX1-S, S2-1, S2-2). These can be 
divided into two groups, one group concerns the adversary's need to get across the 
area (Sl-1). The other group concerns the adversary's need to remain undetected 
while he traverstf the area (Sl-3, Sl-4, SX1-5, S2-1, S2-2). 

The logic tree assumes that the area is homogeneous. Thus, there is one basic 
event (Sl-1) for traversing an area. The event does not describe the nature of the 
terrain. It is the analyst's job to characterise the terrain from site-spscific 
information. If the terrain is not virtually homogeneous, adjacent areas can be 
defined, each of which has essentially homogeneous characteristics. 
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Two kinds of elements detect area traversals. One kind surveys the area from 
a fixed position (SX1-5, 52-1, S2-2). Guards stationed in observation towers (S2-1, 
52-2) and radar (SX1-5) are examples. " 

The second kind of element is mobile within the area (Sl-3, S1-4, S2-1, 52-2). 
Guards on patrol are one example (S2-1, S2-2). 

Operations personnel may be traversing the area at the sane time and in the 
same region as the adversary, and they may see him (Sl-4). If the population of the 
site is large, so all workers are not known to one another, and if the adversary is 
dressed within the expected variation for site workers, he should not arouse suspi
cion. Especially if there is cover t.sarby, the adversary may be able to avoid a 
direct meeting with an employee (Sl-4) which could lead to a confrontation over 
credentials which the stealthy adversary is presumed not to have. 

Reinforcements for the security force (Sl-3) would be called only after detec
tion. The time between notification of the security force and its arrival might be 
long enough to prevent the force from intercepting the adversary during the area 
traversal that gave rise to the detection. However, this event might be relevant 
given detection at a previous boundary or area. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, note that the 
logic by which they generate the end event is the same as for the STEALTH-BOUNDARY 
tree. The adversary must traverse the area and he must avoid detection while doing 
so. This is the fundamental logical statement made in the logic tree. All other 
detail merely elaborates on the possibilities. The fundamental logical statement is 
made by AND gate S-AREA. The input for area .traversal comes from event Sl-1. All 
four other inputs (£1-2, Sl-3, Sl-4, SX1-5) supply requirements for avoiding detec
tion. 

One other development appears on the tree. Event Sl-2, "Avoid or confront 
guards undetected" states an option. The necessary logic is an OR gate, Sl-2, with 
inputs S2-1 and S2-2. This same sort of option is implied for Sl-3 and Sl-4, both 
undeveloped events. Their developments would have the same logical form as the 
development of Sl-2. 

FORCE-AREA 
Figure A-2 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, FORCE-AREA. 

There are five primary events (Fl-1, Pl-3, Fl-4, F2-1, F2-2}. These can be divided 
into two groups. One group concerns the adversary's need to traverse the area 
(Pl-1). The other group concerns the adversary's need to overcome any opposition 
that he encounters while he traverses the area (Pl-3/ Fl-4, F2-1, F2-2). 

Every event but one on STEALTH-AREA has a counterpart on FORCE-AREA* The 
exception is SX1-5, "Defeat or bypass detection system," By definition, when using 
the force tactic the adversary expects to be detected# so the FORCE trees have no 
events that require the adversary to take action against the detection system. 

* 
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DECEIT-AREA 
Figures A-3 and A-4 show a amplified version of the generic logic tree, 

DECEIT-AREA. There are 16 primary events (Dl-1, DXl-3, DX1-6, DX2-1, BX2-2, DX2-3, 
DX2-6, DX2-7, DX2-8, DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-4, DX3-5, DX3-6, DX4-1, DX4-2). They can be 
divided into two groups. One group-concerns the adversary's need to get across the 
area (Dl-1, DX4-1, DX4-2). The second group concerns the adversary's need to remain 
undetected while he traverses the area (DX1-3, DX1-6, DX2-1, DX2-2, DX2-3, DX2-6, 
DX2-7, DX2-8, DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-4, DX3-5, DX3-6). 

The logic tree assumes that the area is homogeneous. Thus, there is one basic 
event (Dl-1) for traversing an area. The event does not describe the nature of the 
terrain. It is the analyst's job to characterize the terrain from site-specific 
information. If the terrain is not virtually homogeneous, adjacent areas can be 
defined, each of which has essentially homogeneous characteristics. 

There is also the possibility that an additional adversary might take part in 
a scenario/ making a two-raan adversary team to defeat a two-man rule. Basic event 
DX4-1 specifies that the second nan of the two man team is an adversary. Undevel
oped event DX4-2 is the defeat of the area by the second man using deceit. The 
analyst is told to review the logic tree D-AREA for the second man. 

Detection of area traversal by an adversary using deceit seems unlikely, it 
is barely conceivable that the adversary might arouse suspicion of area personnel, 
or that spot checks of persons in the, area might be made, either case leading to a 
recheck of the adversary's identity and authorization to be in the area. The adver
sary's need to defeat detection by area personnel is covered by developed event 
DX1-3. The events related to defeat of an identity credential check (DX2-1, DX2-2, 
DX2-3) are identical to those on the logic tree DECEIT-BOUNDARY, The events related 
to defeat of an authorization check (DX2-6, DX2-7, DX2-B) are analogous to those on 
the logic tree DECEIT-BOUNDARY. Though there is no obvious need or mechanism to 
initiate a two nan rule within an area, it would be necessary to maintain one initi
ated at a previous boundary. Consequently, the subtree covering the adversary's 
need to traverse the area despite the two-aan rule ia duplicated from the logic tree 
DECEIT-BOUNDARY. The primary events that concern detection avoidance are 0X3-1, 
BX3-2* BX3-4, 0X3-5, and DX3-6. finally, there is a possibility that the adversary 
would need to avoid, deceive, or defeat a response to detection that occurred during 
the area traversal or at an earlier time in the attack (DX1-6, an undeveloped 
event). 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, note that the 
logic by which they generate the end event ia the same as for the STEALTH-BOUNDARY 
tree. The adversary must traverse the area and he must avoid detection while doing 
so. This is the fundamental logical statement made in the logic tree. All other 
detail merely elaborates on the possibilities. The fundamental statement is made by 
the AKD gate D-AREA. The input for area traversal comes from event Dl-1. All other 
inputs (DXl-2, DX1-3, DX1-4, DX1-5, DX1-6) supply requirements for avoiding detec
tion. 
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The types of identity credentials which an adversary might use (DX2-1, DX2-2, 
DX2-3), expressed in terns of the degree of the adversary's detectability, complete 
the development of DX1-2 as inputs to an OR gate. 

The types of authorization which an adversary might have (DX2-6, DX2-7, 
DX2-8), expressed in terns of the degree of the adversary's detectability, complete 
the development of DX1-5 as inputs to an OR gate. 

The adversary's options for defeating a two-man rule (DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-3, 
DX3-4* DX3-5, DX3-6! constitute the development of DX1-4 as inputs to OR gates. For 
ease of reading this portion of the logic tree, DX3-1, DX3-2, and DX3-3 are grouped 
as inputs to OR gate DX2-4. Event DX2-4 merely labels its inputs as all dealing 
with options in which a second man does traverse the area with the adversary. 
Events DX3-4, DX3-5, and 0X3-6 are grouped as inputs to OR gate DX2-5. Event DX2-5 
merely labels its inputs as all dealing with options in which a second man does not 
traverse the area with the adversary, The two "label** events, DX2-4 and DX2-5, are 
inputs to OR gate DX1-4. Finally, DX4-1 and DX4-2 are pseudo-events (equivalent to 
comments) pertaining to event DX3-3. They remind the analyst of two concurrently 
relevant things: that the second man can also be an adversary and that this addi
tional adversary must be analyzed using the full tree* D-AREA, So, DX4-1 and DX4-2 
are inputs to AND gate DX3-3. 

"BUILDING" GENERIC LOGIC TREES 

There are two generic logic treesj one each for entering or leaving a build
ing by stealth or force. The primary events of each tree can be divided into two 
groups: (1) how the adversary enters or leaves the building, and (2) how the adver
sary remains undetected (stealth tree) or overcomes any opposition that he encoun
ters while entering or leaving the building. 

One question to asX in a qualitative evaluation of the logic tree is, "Can the 
adversary overcome the barrier(s) to entering or leaving the building?" For the 
stealth tree a second question is, 'Is it likely that the adversary can avoid or 
disable the detection elements without an alarm being generated?" For the force 
tree a second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can overcome any opposi
tion that he encounters?" 

If a quantitative evaluation is needed, one question is, "How much time will 
the adversary need to overcome the barrier(s) to entering or leaving the building?" 
The other quantitative question is, "What is the probability that the adversary will 
be detected as he enters or leaves the building?* 

STEALTH-BUILDING 

Figure A-5 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, STEALTH-
BUILDING. There are 10 primary events (Sl-2, Sl-4, S2-1, S2-2, S2-4, S2-5, S3-1, 
SX3-2, S3-3, SX3-4). These can be divided into two groups. One group concerns the 
adversary*B need to get into or out of the building (S2-1, S2-2, 53-1# S3-3). The 
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other group concerns the adversary's need to remain undetected while entering or 
leaving the building (Sl-2, Sl-4, S2-4, S2-5, SX3-2, SX3-4). 

The logic tree assumes the building, as a boundary, has two parts. In one 
part, entry or exit is accomplished normally, i.e., through a personnel or equipment 
entrance, a safety exit, etc. (see event S2-2); in the other, entry and exit are 
prohibited, i.e., everywhere other than a personnel or equipment entrance, safety 
exit, etc. (see events S2-1, S3-1, S3-3). These two parts of the boundary should 
present different problems to the adversary. 

A few, but not all, possible types of normal entrances are named in event 
S2-2. It is the analyst's job to supply these elements from the design which he is 
evaluating. However, S2-2 is a developed event; it is further developed on the 
complete generic logic tree, STEALTH-BUILDING. That development is ignored in this 
discussion. 

There are entrances that are not normally used by personnel but which could be 
penetrated by the adversary. Some of these possibilities are named in event S2-1 
(service inlets: vents, windows, utility tunnels, sewers, etc.). It is the ana
lyst's job to supply these elements from the design which he is evaluating. How
ever, S2-1 is a developed eventi it is further developed on the complete generic 
logic tree, STEALTH-BUILDING. That development is ignored in this discussion. 

The other means of entering or leaving a building that is unconventional is to 
penetrate the structure of the building (see event S3-3). The structure may be 
protected by an 6vecburden of earth or other material (see event S3-1). It is the 
analyst's job to supply from the design which he is evaluating, the details of 
overburden composition and penetrability and of building structural features and 
penetrability. 

Two kinds of elements detect entering or leaving a building. One kind is 
associated with the building itself, its entrances and structure (SX3-2, SX3-4). No 
examples are named on the simplified logic tree. 

A second kind of element is mobile and operates anywhere along the periphery 
of the building, either inside or outside (Sl-2, Sl-4, S2-4, S2-5). Guards on 
patrol or stationed in observation towers are one example (S2-4, S2-5). These would 
be a trained part of the physical protection system, if they alone could not be 
positive measures for detection, they nay reinforce the other kinds of detection 
elements to produce positive measures. 

The two events that name guards as detection elements list two ways that an 
adversary may not be detected. He can avoid being seen by th* guards (S2-4), or, if 
he is seen, he may be able to prevent the guards from sounding an alarm (S2-5). 
While the latter method of avoiding detection may be forceful rather than stealthy, 
it represents an action required of the adversary if he is to continue his attack by 
stealth, undetected, after he accidentally confronts a guard. In general, the 
adversary should be able to conceal himself and observe the movement of the patrol. 



The adversary could wait until th« patrol leaves the vicinity of the place where the 
building is to be attached befor* beginning the attack. It may be difficult for the 
adversary to know whether or not he is being seen from an observation tower or to 
prevent the sounding of an alarm if he knows that he has been seen. 

Operations personnel may be nearby when the adversary makes his attempt to 
penetrate the building and may see a suspicious action (Sl-4). The adversary may 
have difficulty avoiding operations personnel! his attention may be concentrated on 
the physical work of his penetration attempt, and the building itself (as well as 
any other buildings that might be nearby) can expose the adversary and operations 
personnel to one another suddenly and at relatively close quarters. Confrontation 
would be an unintended complication of an attack by stealth, and it might increase 
the chance of being seen by a guard in an observation tower. 

Reinforcements for the security force (Sl-2) would be called only after detec
tion. The time between notification of the security force and its arrival should be 
carefully compared with the expected task time for penetration that remains after 
detection of the penetration. Whether the security force could intercept the adver
sary during the penetration Eittempt is strongly dependent on site details and the 
adversary's scenario. This event may be meaningful with respect to penetrating a 
building after detection had previously occurred. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, the logic by 
which they generate the end event is examined next. The adversary must penetrate 
the building and he must avoid detection while doing ao. This is the fundamental 
logical statement made in the logic tree. All other detail merely elaborates on the 
possibilities. The fundamental logical statement is made by AND gate S-BLDG. The 
input for penetrating the building comes from event Sl-1, All three other inputs 
(Sl-2, SI-3, Sl-4) supply requirements for avoiding detection by the elements that 
can operate anywhere along the periphery of the building, regardless of where the 
penetration is made. The elements that detect only at entrances, normal or unusual, 
or only at building structure away from entrances must be associated with those 
optional locations for penetrating the building. 

The operational penetration locations are inputs S2-1, S2-2, and S2-3 to OH 
gate Sl-1. Penetrating the building through a normal entrance or exit (S2-2) is a 
developed primary event. Penetrating the building through one of the service inlets 
(e.g.* vents, windows, utility tunnels, sewers) is also a developed primary event 
(S2-1). But penetrating the building away from a normal entrance or service inlet 
(S2-3] is generated by an AND gate which repeats the fundamental logical statement 
of the logic tree. Penetrating the building away from a normal entrance or service 
inlet requires that two basic events (S3-1, S3-3) be performed. These two events 
are inputs to AND gate S2-3. Avoiding detection during penetration is represented 
by two developed events (SX3-2, SX3-4), both of which are inputs to AND gate S2-3. 

One other development appears on the tree. Event Sl-3, "Avoid or confront 
guards undetected" states an option. The necessary logic is an OR gate, Sl-3, with 
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input* S2-4 end S2-5. This same sort of option ia implied for Si~2 and sl-4, both 
developed events. Their developments would have the sue logical font as the devel
opment of 31-3. 

FORCE-BUILDING 
Figure A-6 shows a aiaplified version of the generic logic tree, FORCE-

BUILDING. There are eight primary events <Fl-2, Fl-4, P2-1, F2-2, F2-4, F2-5, F3-1, 
F3-2). These can be divided into two groups. One group concerns the adversary's 
naed to penetrate the building CF2-1, F2-2, F3-1, F3-2). The other group concerns 
the adversary's need to overcome any opposition that he encounters while penetrating 
the building (Fl-2, Fl-4, F2-4, F2-5). Every event but two on STEALTH-BUILDING has 
a counterpart on FORCE-BUILDING. The exceptions are SX3-2, "Defeat or bypass detec
tion system of overburden," and SX3-4* "Defeat or bypass structure detection sys
tem." By definition, when using the force tactic the .adversary expects to be de
tected, so the FORCE trees have no events that require the adversary to take action 
against the detection system. 

"ACQUIRE SNM" GENERIC LOGIC TREES 

There are three generic logic trees titled ACQUIRE SNH: one each for acquir
ing SNM by stealth, force, and deceit tactics. The primary events of each tree can 
be divided into two groupsi (1) how the adversary gets special nuclear material 
into his possession and (2) how the adversary remains undetected (stealth or deceit 
trees) or overcomes any opposition that he encounters while the SNM is acquired. 

When using any ACQUIRE SNH tree it is assumed that the adversary is almost in 
the presence of the SNH. If the SNM is stored in a vault, the adversary has arrived 
at the vault. If the SNM is in a pipe, the adversary is in a place where he has 
access to the pipe. If the SNM is in a process line, the adversary is in the pres
ence of the process line, for example, at a glove box containing SNM. Thus the 
primary events for acquiring SNM relate to barriers that enclose the SNM in close 
proximity or that have to do with properties of the SNM itself. 

One question to ask in a qualitative evaluation of the logic tree is, "Can the 
adversary overcome the barrier(s)?M For stealth and deceit trees a second question 
is, "Is it likely that the adversary can avoid, disable, or deceive the detection 
elements without an alarm being generated?" For the force tree a second question 
is, "Is it likely that the adversary can overcome any opposition th-t he encoun
ters?" 

If a quantitative evaluation is needed, one question is, "How much time will 
the adversary need to acquire SNM?" The other quantitative question is "What is the 
probability that the adversary will be detected as he acquires SNM?" 
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STEALTH-ACQUIRE SNM 

Figure A-7 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, STFALTH-
ACQUIRE SNN. There are 10 primary events (Sl-1, Sl-3, 51-4, Sl-5r SX1-6, S2-1, 
S2-2, SX3-1, SX3-2, SX3-3). These can be divided into two groups. One group con
cerns the adversary's need to get the special nuclear material into his possession 
151-1, S2-1, S2-2). The other group concerns the adversary's need to remain unde
tected while acquiring the SNN {Sl-3, Sl-4, Sl-5, SX1-6, SX3-1, SX3-2, SX3-3). 

The logic tree assumes that acquiring SNM is a single process having as many 
as three steps (see events Sl-1, S2-1, S2-2). Each step is a primary event, and the 
description of each step includes examples of physical protection system elements 
and site specific characteristics that must be supplied by the analyst from the 
design which he is evaluating. 

Locating and recognizing the SNM is the adversary's first step, Sl-1. Assum
ing that the adversary has information about his target, this is a trivial task. 
The analyst must take care not to double count the task time with those of other 
events on STEALTH-ACQUIRE SNH and other logic trees that contribute to the same 
result as basic event Sl-1. 

Defeating the constraints imposed by the storage location of the SNM is the 
adversary's second step, S2-1. This means penetrating whatever physical protection 
barriers surround the storage space. For example, the SNM may be stored in a vault 
which the adversary must enter. SNM may be flowing through a pipe which the adver
sary must tap, and the pipe way be enclosed in a chase which must be penetrated. 
SNM may be in a process line, for example, enclosed by a glove box to which the 
adversary would need access. S2-1 is an undeveloped event. 

Collecting the SNM is the adversary's third step, S2-1. This means selecting 
the SNM to be taken and repackaging it as necessary. Several of the factors that 
might influence SNM collection are listed in the event description. Composition of 
the SNM, for example a liquid, a metal, a powder, will affect the kind of package in 
which it might have been stored or in which the adversary might wish to store it for 
removal from the site. The size, weight, and shape of the container(s) in which the 
site stores SNM might be inconvenient for an adversary to pick up and carry with 
him. If repackaging is necessary, additional time is necessary for the task, and 
possibly special packages must have been acquired somewhere and carried to the 
location of the SNM. The analyst must decide whether these target characteristics 
are an effective impediment to the adversary. Because of the variety of possible 
SNM targets, their characteristics, and the varic r .ne adversary's scenarios, 
S2-k is an undeveloped event. 

Three kinds of elements detect acquisition of SNM. One kind senses properties 
of SNM itself and is located permanently in the immediate vicinity of SNM with the 
purpose of detecting unauthorized movement of SNM (SX3-1, SX3-2, SX3-3). No exam
ples are named on the simplified logic tree. 
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The second kind of element uses fixed sensors to signal the penetration of an 
unauthorized person into an area where SNH is being processed or stored (SX1-6). No 
examples are named on the simplified logic tree. 

The third kind of element operates anywhere within the material access area 
(Sl-3, Sl-4, Sl-5). Guards on patrol are one example (Sl-5). These would be 
trained as part of the physical protection system. If they alone could not be 
positive measures for detection, they might reinforce the other kinds of detection 
elements to produce positive measures. 

The event Sl-4 that names patrol guards as detection elements lists two ways 
that an adversary may not be detected. He can avoid being seen by the guards, or, 
if he is seen, he may be able to prevent the guards from sounding an alarm. Khile 
the latter method of avoiding detection may be forceful rather than stealthy, it 
represents an action required of the adversary if he is to continue his attack by 
stealth, undetected/ after he accidentally confronts a guard, in general, the 
adversary may be able to hide until the patrol guards have passed and then have use 
of the period until the patrol is repeated to acquire SNM. 

Operations personnel may be nearby when the adversary acquires SNH and see his 
activity (Sl-5). Depending upon the work schedule of a particular site, the adver
sary may be confident of avoiding accidental observation. Confrontation would be an 
unintended complication of an attack by stealth, and it may increase the chance of 
being observed by other operations personnel or patrol guards. 

Reinforcements for the security force (Sl-3) would be called only after detec
tion. The time between notification of the security force and its arrival might be 
long enough to prevent the force from intercepting the adversary during the acquisi
tion of SNH that gave rise to the detection, but one cannot generalize about this. 
Thus, this event may have relevance during acquisition of SNM. The analyst must 
carefully consider the scenario and the physical protection system to decide this 
question. This event may instead be meaningful with respect to detection during a 
prior step of the scenario such as crossing a boundary, traversing an area, or 
entering a building. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, the logic by 
which they generate the end event is examined next. The adversary must acquire SNM 
and he must avoid detection while doing so. This is the fundamental logical state
ment made in the logic tree. All other detail merely elaborates on the possibili
ties. The fundamental logical statement is made by AND gate S-ACQUIRE. The input 
for acquiring SNH comes from events Sl-l and S1-2. All four other inputs (Sl-3, 
sl-4, Sl-5, SXl-6) supply requirements for avoiding detection. 

Event Sl-2 is logically redundant, being merely a collective label for its 
inputs (S2-lf S2-2, SX2-3). Events S2-1 and S2-2 deal with acquiring SNH, Event 
SX2-3 supplies requirements for avoiding detection of the SNM itself while it is 
being acquired. 



Only one true development appears on the tree. Event SX2-3, "Defeat or bypass 
SNM monitors" is developed into the three aspects (sensing, communication, and 
assessment) of a detection system which state the options for causing failure of 
detection. The necessary logic is an OR gate, SX2-3, with inputs SX3-1, SX3-2, and 
SX3-3, all basic events. 

FORCE-ACQUIRE SIMM 
Figure A-8 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, FORCE-

ACQUIRE. There are six primary events (Fl-1, Fl-3, Fl-4, Fl-S, F2-1, F2-2). These 
can be divided into two groups. One group concerns the adversary's need to get the 
special nuclear material into his possession (Fl-1, F2-1, F2-2). The other group 
concerns the adversary's need to overcome any opposition that he encounters while 
the SNM is acquired {Fl-3, Fl-4, Fl-5). 

Four events on STEALTH-ACQUIRE have no counterparts on FORCE-ACQUIRE. The 
exceptions are SXl-6, "Defeat or bypass intrusion detection system;* SX3-1, "Defeat 
or bypass sensors;" SX3-2, "Defeat communication of alarnj" and SX3-3, "Defeat or 
bypass assessment of alarm." By definition, when using the force tactic the adver
sary expects to be detected, so the FORCE trees have no events that require the 
adversary to take action against the detection system. 

DECEIT-ACQUIRE SNM 
Figures A-9 and A-10 show a simplified version of the generic logic tree, 

DECEIT-ACQUIRE SNM. There are 20 primary events {Dl-1, Dl-3, Dl-5, D2-1, D2-2, 
DX2-4, DX2-5, DX3-1, DX3-2, DX3-3, DX3-4, DX3-5, 0X3-6, DX3-7, DX3-8, OX3-i.O, 
DX3-11, DX3-12, DX4-1, 0X4-2). These can be divided into two groups. One group 
concerns the adversary's need to get the special nuclear material into his posses-* 
sion {Dl-1, D2-1, D2-2, DX4-1, DX4-2), The other group concerns the adversary's 
need to remain undetected while acquiring the SNM (Dl-3, Dl-5, DX2-4, DX2-5, DX3-1, 
DX3-2, DX3-3, DX3-4, DX3-5, DX3-6, DX3-7, DX3-8, DX3-10, 0X3-11, 0X3-12). 

The logic tree assumes that acquiring SHH is a single process having as many 
as three steps (see events, Dl-1, D2-1, D2-2). Each step is the exact duplicate of 
a corresponding step on the logic tree STEALTH-ACQUIRE SNM: Dl-1 duplicates Sl-1, 
D2-1 duplicates S2-1, and D2-2 duplicates S2-2. The reader is referred to the 
section "STEALTH-ACQUIRE SNM" for explanation of these events. 

If in immediate proximity to SHH a two-man rule is initiated or continued from 
prior initiation, the adversary should not be allowed to operate alone. An adver
sary could try to defeat the physical protection system by having another, collabo
rating adversary act as the second Man of the two-man team {basic event DX4-1). In 
this case, the second adversary as well as the first must be analyzed for his abil
ity to defeat the logic tree D-ACQUIRE (undeveloped event DX4-2), 

Four kinds of elements detect or try to prevent acquisition of SNM. One kind 
senses properties of SNM itself and is located permanently in the immediate vicinity 
of SNM with the purpose of detecting unauthorized movement of SNM (DX2-4, BX3-1, 

If 
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DX3-2, DX3-3). Unique to the deceit tactic is the possibility {basic event DX2-4) 
that the adversary will be able to conduct a nontax transaction to acquire SNM and 
only afterward try to retain unauthorized possession of it. If the adversary will 
not risk the detection of the SNM that he acquires, he can exploit a failure of the 
SNM detection system (undeveloped event DX3-1) that he somehow learns about, he can 
defeat or o/pass the SNM detection system (undeveloped event DX3-2), or he might 
have the collaboration of key personnel of the SNK detection system to either defeat 
the systea for the adversary or ignore its alarms (undeveloped event DX3-3). 

A second kind of element is the material accounting system (DX2-5, DX3-4, 
DX3-5, DX3-6). If the adversary does not need to keep the loss of SNM hidden longer 
than the reaction time of the material accounting system, he can ignore it in his 
SNM acquisition scenario (developed event 0X2-5). However, if the adversary plans 
to hide the loss of SNM for an indefinitely long time, he night attempt to spoof the 
material accounting system either by tampering with the records of the system (unde
veloped event DX3-4), or by substitution of other material for the SNM (undeveloped 
event DX3-5), or perhaps by some other technique (undeveloped event DX3-6). 

A third kind of element operates anywhere within the material access area 
(01-3, Dl-5). The description of events Sl-3, Si-4, and Sl-5 from STEALTH-ACQUIRE 
SNM is also appropriate for these deceit events. 

The fourth and final kind of element is a two-man rule whose purpose is to 
prevent unauthorized acquisition of SNM (DX3-7, DX3-8, DX3-10, DX3-11, DX3-12). The 
subtree covering the adversary's need to traverse the area despite the two-rman rule 
is duplicated from the logic tree DECEIT-BOUNDARY. The primary events that concern 
detection avoidance are DX3-7, DX3-8, DX3-10, DX3-11, DX3-12. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, the logic by 
which they generate the end event is examined next. The adversary must acquire SNM 
and he .TUist avoid detection while doing so. This is the fundamental logical state
ment made in the logic tree. All other detail merely elaborates on the possibili
ties. The fundamental logical statement is made by AND gate D-ACQUIRE. The inputs 
for acquiring SNM come from events Dl-1 and Dl-2. All five other inputs (Dl-3# 

DXl-4# Dl-5, DXi-6, D3E1-7) supply requirements for avoiding detection. 

Before SNM can be physically acquired it must be located and recognized (basic 
event Dl-1). This should not be difficult for a well informed adversary, especially 
an insider. This event essentially is a reference to the prior part of the scenario 
that brought the adversary into close proximity to the SNM so that it could be 
"recognized." The analyst must be careful not to double count time to accomplish 
Dl-1 that has already been counted in the analysis of other logic trees. 

Event Dl-2, "Obtain SNM," is logically redundant, being merely a collective 
label for its inputs (D2-1, D2-2). Events D2-1 and D2-2 deal with acquiring SNM. 
They can be regarded as inputs to AND gate D-ACQUIRE. 
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There are three real developments on the tree, but they contain logical redun
dancies. The adversary has several options for the defeat of any local SNM detec
tion system: inputs to OR gate DX1-4 are DX2-4 (the SNM detection system accepts 
the acquisition of SNM as an authorized transaction) and DX2-3 (the SNM detection 
system fails to detect withdrawal of any SNKJ. However, event DX2-3 is merely a 
collective label for events DX3-1, DX3-2, and DX3-3 which are inputs to OR gate 
DX2-3, but could logically be direct inputs to OR gate DX1-4. 

The second development is of the adversary's options to defeat or ignore the 
material accounting system: inputs to OR gate DX1-6 are DX2-5 (the adversary ig
nores the material accounting system) and DX2-6 (the adversary spoofs the material 
accounting system). However, event DX2-6 is merely a label for events DX3-4, DX3-5, 
and DX3-6 which are inputs to OR gate DX2-6, but could logically be direct inputs to 
OR gate DX1-6. 

The adversary's options for defeating a two-man rule (DX3-7, DX3-8, DX3-9, 
DX3-10, DX3-11, DX3-12) constitute the development of DX1-7 as inputs to OR gates. 
For ease of reading this portion of the logic tree DX3-7, DX3-8, and DX3-9 are 
grouped as inputs to OR gate DX2-7. Event DX2-7 merely labels its inputs as all 
dealing with options in which a second man does cross the boundary with the adver
sary. Events DX3-10, DX3-11, and DX3-12 are grouped as inputs to OR gate DX2-8. 
Event DX2-B merely labels its inputs as all dealing with options in which a second 
man does not cross the boundary with the adversary. The two "label" events, DX2-7 
and DX2-8, are the inputs to OR gate DX1-7. Finallyf DX4-1 and DX4-2 are psuedo-
events (equivalent to comments) pertaining to event DX3-S. They remind the analyst 
of two things that are concurrently relevant: that the second man can also be an 
adversary and that this additional adversary must be analyzed by the full tree, 
D-ACQUIRE. So, DX4-1 and DX4-2 are inputs to AND gate DX3-9. 

"RELEASE" GENERIC LOGIC TREES 

There are two generic logic trees titled RELEASE: one each for releasing SNM 
by stealth and force tactics. The primary events of each tree can be divided into 
two groupst (1) bow the adversary accomplishes the release of SNM and (2) how the 
adversary remains undetected (when using stealth tactics) or overcomes any opposi
tion that he encounters (when using any tactics), at least until the release has 
been initiated. 

A RELEASE generic logic tree is to be used only when the adversary has reached 
the location where he can employ a release mechanism. If his scenario requires that 
he acquire SNM and bring it (or have it brought by someone else) to the location of 
the release mechanism, the analyst should use the appropriate ACQUIRE SNM tree, and 
also the necessary BOUNDARY, AREA, and BUILDING trees to follow the scenario to the 
point where the release mechanism itself can be employed. 



A release of SNM sight be caused In any of several ways, some of then involv
ing several targets, or various environmental preconditions. Though a RELEASE logic 
ti.ee is more complex than most generic trees, it only alludes to release mechanisms 
rather than analyzing then in detail. 

One question to ask in a qualitative evaluation of the logic tree is, "Can the 
adversary initiate his chosen release Mechanism and satisfy all its preconditions?" 
The adversary needs to be well informed about release mechanisms, the achievabiiity 
of preconditionsr and be suitably skilled and equipped. For the STEALTH'RELEASE 
tree a second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can avoid or disable the 
detection elements without an alarm being generated?" For the FORCE-RELEASE tree, a 
second question is, "Is it likely that the adversary can overcome any opposition 
that he encounters?" 

If a quantitative evaluation is needed, one question to ask is, "How much time 
will the adversary need to accomplish the tasks for release of SHH or to establish 
that the preconditions have been met?" This time is relevant for analysis only if 
it occurs during the attack* The other quantitative question is, "What is the 
probability that the adversary will be detected as he attempts to cause a release of 
SNM?" 

STEALTH-RELEASE 
Figure A-ll shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, STEALTH-

RELEASE. There are 14 primary events <Sl-2, Sl-4, S2-1, S2-2, S2-3, S2-5, S2-6, 
S2-7, S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, S3-4, S3-5, SX3-6). These can be divided into two groups. 
One group concerns the adversary's need to accomplish the release of SUM (S2-3, 
S2-5, S2-6, S2-7, S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, S3-4, S3-5). The other group concerns the 
adversary's need to remain undetected, at least until the release has been initiated 
(Sl-2, Sl-4, 62-1, 62-2, 3X3-6}. 

The logic tree assumes that release of SNM can be accomplished in several 
ways. The released SNM can be propagated offaite by air (airborne release, see 
events S2-3, S2-4, S2-5, S2-6), or by other means (examples cited in the description 
of event S2-7 are release into groundwater or wastewater). The release can be 
accomplished by working on the SHH itself after acquiring it ("Direct involvement 
with SNM", see events S2-4, S2-6, S2-7) or by causing one or more system faults that 
will eventually result in an SNM release ("Indirect involvement with SNM," see 
events S2-3, S2-5, S2-7). The release can be accomplished by the use of explosives 
(see events S2-5, S2-6) or without explosives (see events S2-3, S2-4). Both cases 
night be appropriate for development under event S2-7. These several nethods of 
causing a release of SNM should present different problems to the adversary. 

The elements of the physical protection system that are the last defense 
against a release of SMH are not named in events S2-3, the development of S2-4 
(i.e., S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, 83-4, S3-5, SX3-6), S2-5, S2-6, or S2-7. It is the ana
lyst's job to supply these elements from the design which he is evaluating. How
ever, events S2-3, S2-5, and S2-6 are developed events; they arc further developed 
on the complete generic logic tree, STEALTH-RELEASE. That development is ignored in 
this discussion. 
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The maximum development has been retained in the abridged logic tree from the 
complete generic logic tree STEALTH-RELEASE only for event S2-4, "Airborne SNM 
release without explosives via direct involvement with SNM." The release is repre
sented as a number oC events all of which must occur for the adversary to be suc
cessful. First the adversary must at least breach the containment of the SNM 
whether or not he finds it necessary to take possession of the SNM (S3-1). Then the 
adversary must penetrate any barriers between the no-longer-contained SNH and the 
atmosphere (S3-2). For example, high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters 
might be breached so that the ventilation system could be used as the release mech
anism. But for this scenario to succeed, it is necessary that the SNM be in the 
proper form, for example, a fine powder, so that the ventilation system will in fact 
be able to pick up the SNM and inject it into the outside atmosphere (S3-3J. For 
some release mechanisms that do not use explosives for SNM dispersal, it may be 
possible for a damage control operation to either prevent or limit the incipient 
release if it is discovered early and the release mechanism works slowly enough 
(S3-4). Even if an adversary succeeds in releasing SNM to the atmosphere, the 
release might not reach offsite unless meteorological conditions (e.g., wind veloc
ity and direction) are favorable (S3-5). 

Two kinds of elements detect an attempt to release SNM. One kind would be 
associated with release mechanisms in locations where the attempt could be detected 
before the release is achieved (SX3-6, a basic event). Examples named in the event 
description detect use of doors that give access to a release mechanism, and the 
presence of SNM in the vicinity of a release mechanism where it would not be ex
pected or permitted. The analyst must identify the possible release mechanisms so 
that he may assess how thoroughly the physical protection system provides for prere
lease detection. One cannot be assured of distinguishing a release attempt from a 
theft attempt by which sensors are activated. Adequate assessment is necessary. 

The second kind of element is personnel that can see or encounter the adver
sary attempting to achieve a release of SNM (Sl-2, Sl-4, S2-1, S2-2). Guards on 
patrol or stationed in observation towers are one example (S2-1, 52-2). These would 
be a trained part of the physical protection system. If they alone could not be 
positive measures for detection, they may reinforce the other kinds of detection 
elements to produce positive measures. 

The two events that name guards as detection elements list two ways that an 
adversary might not be detected. He can avoid being seen by the guards (S2-1), or, 
if he is seen, he may be able to prevent the guards from sounding an alarm (S2-2). 
While the latter method of avoiding detection may be forceful rather than stealthy, 
it represents an action required of the adversary if he is to continue his attack by 
stealth, undetected, after he accidentally confronts a guard. The adversary may be 
able to hide until the patrol guards have passed and then use the period until the 
patrol is repeated to release SNM. it may be difficult for an adversary to know 
whether or not he is being seen from an observation tower (assuming that the SNM is 
being released from an outdoor location) or to prevent the sounding of an alarm if 
he knows that he has been seen. 
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Operations personnel nay be nearby when the adversary acts to release SNM and 
see the actions (Sl-4). Depending on the work schedule of a particular site, the 
adversary nay be confident of avoiding accidental observation. Confrontation would 
be an unintended complication of an attack by stealth, and it nay increase the 
chance of being observed by other operations personnel or guards. 

Reinforcements for the security force (Sl-2) would be called only after detec
tion. If the tine between notification of the security force and its arrival is 
long enough that the adversary cannot be intercepted before release of SNM is initi
ated, only a damage control team or system remains to mitigate or nullify the adver
sary's success. Thus, this event is important during release of SNM. This event 
nay instead be meaningful with respect to detection during a prior step of the 
scenario such as crossing a boundary, traversing an area, entering a building, or 
acquiring SNM. 

Having examined all primary events on the simplified logic tree, the logic by 
which they generate the end event is examined next. The adversary must initiate the 
release of SNM and he must avoid detection at least until this is accomplished. 
This is the fundamental logical statement made in the logic tree. All other detail 
merely elaborates on the possibilities. The fundamental logical statement is made 
by AND gate S-RELEASE. The input for intiating the release of SNM cones from event 
Sl-3. All other inputs (Sl-1, Sl-2, Sl-4) supply requirements for avoiding detec
tion by personnel who may encounter the adversary where he ia attempting to initiate 
the release. 

Intiating release of SNM (Sl-3) is generated by an OR gate whose inputs (S2-3, 
S2-4, S2-5, S2-6, S2-7) are the optional methods of performing a sabotage act on 
SNM. All of these options but one (S2-4) are developed events. The option of "Air
borne SNM release without explosives, via direct involvement with SNM" is generated 
by an AND gate which repeats the fundamental logical statement of the logic tree. 
The inputs for initiating the release of SNM come from events S3-1, S3-2, S3-3, 
S3-4, and S3-5. The other input, SX3-6, is the requirement for avoiding detection 
by hardware systems before the release is initiated. 

One other development appears on the tree. Event Sl-1, "Avoid or confront 
guards — alarm not sounded," states an option. The necessary logic is an OR gate, 
Sl-1, with inputs S2-1 and S2-2. The same sort of option is implied for Sl-2 and 
Sl-4, both undeveloped events. Their developments would have the same logical form 
as the development of Sl-1. 

FORCE-RELEASE 
Figure A-12 shows a simplified version of the generic logic tree, FORCE-

RELEASE. There are 13 primary events (Fl-2, Fl-4, F2-1, F2-2, F2-3, F2-5, F2-6, 
F2-7. i3-l, F3-2, F3-3, F3-4, F3-5). These can be divided into two groups. One 
group concerns the adversary's need to initiate release of SNH (F2-3, F2-5, F2-6, 
F2-7, P3-1, F3-2, F3-3, F3-4, F3-5). The other group concerns the adversary's need 
to overcome any opposition that he encounters while initiating release of SNM (Fl-2, 
Pl-4, F2-1, F2-2). 
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One «v*nt on STEALTH-RELEASE h u no counterpart on rOHCE-MLInSE. This excep
tion l» SX3-6, "Adveriary defeats prerelease alaras ~ door. SUM, etc.* By defini
tion, when using the force tactic the adversary expects to be detected, so the FORCE 
trees have no events that require the adversary to take action against the detection 
systes. 
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APPENDIX B 
Complete Generic Physical Protection Logic Trees 
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ALTERNATE VERSION OF DECEIT -BOUNDARY LOGIC TREE 

Experience with the DECEIT-BOUNDARY generic physical protection logic tree 
presented in Appendix B has repeatedly led to this criticism; there is something 
confusing about how the identity check and authorization check subtrees should be 
interpreted and applied to a real physical protection system. Anticipating that 
some readers will share this reaction, an alternate version of DECEIT-BOUNDARY is 
presented in this Appendix, If reaction to this alternate version indicates that it 
has solved or reduced the problem, it or an improved version will become the single 
standard DECEIT-BOUNDARY logic tree. Meanwhile, this alternate version of DECEIT-
BOUNDARY is offered for trial and comment. 

DECEIT-BOUNDARY has to do with access control, of which identity checks and 
authorization checks are vital elements. In the alternate logic tree another ele
ment is added: a person must be enrolled in the access control system to have his 
authorization for access established. Event DX1-10 requires that the "Adversary 
Defeats or Bypasses Enrollment Procedure for Authorization." This event probably 
takes place long before the scenario when the adversary attempts to gain access 
through the boundary in question. 

As a result of enrollment for access authorization, a record is created to 
document that person X is authorized to enter area A, perhaps under certain condi
tions. The access authorization is a fact, the result of an administrative action, 
and exists apart from any credential which, in the possession of an employee, is 
meant to certify or refer to the authorization. In the alternate DECEIT-BOUNDARY, 
all references to "credentials" have been eliminated as possibly misleading. By 
definition, a credential is something that gives title to credit or confidence; it 
is presumed to certify authority for access. But devices commonly called creden
tials (badges, key cards, etc.) can be forged or stolen and do not warrant naive 
acceptance. The generic physical protection problem is to check a claim of authori
zation under the rules of the system. The mechanism for making the claim may or may 
not be vulnerable to misuse by the adversary. The rules of the system may or may 
not be likely to expose misuse. 

Event DX1-20 requires that the "Adversary Defeats Access Authorization Check." 
The subtree gives three alternatives: (1) DX2-10, "correct Access Authorization 
Claim Confirmed," (2) DX2-20, "Collaborator Accepts Incorrect Access Authorization 
Claim," or (3) DX2-30, "System Fails to Reject Incorrect Access Autorization Claim." 

An identity check is a screening technique to assure that the individual who 
seeks to have the authorization of X checked and access granted is indeed X, Unless 
the identity is correctly established by a truly unique characteristic of the indiv
idual himself, there is a chance that an adversary can use the access authorization 
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of someone else. A claim of an identity is made and must be checked so it can be 
confirmed or rejected. 

Event DX1-30 requires that the "Adversary Defeats identity Check." The sub
tree gives three alternatives as in the case of the authorization check: (1) DX2-
40, "Correct Identity Claim Confirmed," (2) DX2-50, "Collaborator Accepts Incorrect 
Identity Claim," or (3) DX2-60, "System Fails to Reject Incorrect identity Claim.0 

Other than the above major changes from the DECEIT-BOUNDARY logic tree in Ap
pendix B, there are a few changes in event descriptions intended to improve under-
standability and the elimination of a few events that have been found not to be 
related to positive measures for physical protection {i.e., the subtree "Adversary 
Not Detected Crossing Boundary by Area Personnel," since area personnel, excluding 
guards, normally have no role in access control, and would contribute only acciden
tally to physical protection). 
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